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SUBROUTINE VORTX(M) 
COMPLEX lTA,DZT,SGM , DSG,DDSG,DSGX,Q,C,VW 
DIMENSION ZTA(99),DZT(99),SGM(99),DSG(99),DDSG(99),DSGX(99),C(10), 
lQ(99),GAM(99) ,XEPSCIO),EPSCIO),TALKC20) 
DIMENSION XW(10) 
COMMON ICOMll ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,DDSG,DSGX,Q,C 
COMMON ICOM21 TALK, 
lA,S,DA,DS,RZ,DRZ,SR,ELR,CE,GAM,JMAX,X,AOS , ASQ,RZSQ,DXEPS,CL,TOL, 
2CAL,SAL,TALF,IEMAX,IEPS,WOVIN,XEPS,EPS,DXIN,XBODY,KIN,KO,XINIT,DD 
400 FORMATC/49H NEW VORTEX INTRODUCED USING THEORETICAL METHOD) 
JM=<iMAX 
IFCM) 102,101,102 
101 WRITE CKO,400) 
102 JMAX=JMAX+l 
VI=O. 
SNA=SAL/6 . 2831853 
IFCJM-l) 10,10 , 11 
10 VOLD= . 5*SNA 
VI=.5*SNA 
GO TO 15 
11 DO 12 J=2.JM 
C(3)=SGM(J)-RZSQ/SGM(J) 
C ( 3) = C C 3 ) *c ( 3') 
12 Vl=Vl+GAM(J)*AIMAGCl./C(3» 
VI~-S*VI/3.1415927 
13 FAC=AOS*AOS 
VI=(l.-FAC*FAC)*VI+AOS*DA 
15 VAV=.5*(VI+VOLD) 
C(10)=CMPLX(VI,O.) 
VOLD=VI 
DLS=DD*VAV 
18 WNl=S+DLS 
WN2=WN1+ASQ/WNl 
DLl=.5* CWN2+SQRT(WN2*WN2-4.*RlSQ»/RZ 
DLl =DLl *DU 
WNl=DU*DLl 
WN2=1.-2 . *ASQ/RZSQ 
WN3=SQRT ( 1 . +2 . *WN2+WNl) 
CON=2.*DLS/ALOGCWNl*CWN3+DL I+ WN2)/CWN3+1. +DLI*WN2 ) ) 
SUM=.5*SAL 
IFCJM- 2)3 ,l ,1 
1 DO 2 J=2,JM 
2 SUM=SUM-REALCGAM(J)/(SGM(J)-RZSQ/SGMCJ») 
3 GAM(JMAX)=CON*(SUM+SUM) 
31 WNl=.5*(S*S+ASQ/S*ASQ/S) 
WN2=(S+DLS)*(S+DLS) 
WN 3 =SQRT(WN2*WN2-2 . *WNl*WN2+ASQ*ASQ)~1 
WN4=S*S-WNl 
WN5=ABS(WNl*WN2-ASQ*CWN3 +ASQ»/(WN4*WN2» ~2 
WOVIN=WN3-WNl*ALOGCCWN3+WN2 - WNl)/WN4) - ASQ*A LOGCWNS) 
WOVIN= . 5*WOVIN*GA~(JMAX)/DLS 
YS=CON+SQRT ( RZSQ+CON*CON) 
SUM=.5*(YS+RZSQ/YS) 
YZ=SUM+SQRT(SUM*SUM-ASQ) 
ZTA(JMAX)=CMPLX(Yl,O . ) 
-4 O;U 'DER I V 
RETURN 
END 
Fi gure 1. - Correcte d version of subrout i ne 
VORTX(M) ( a ppe aring on page 70 .) 
MULTIPLE VORTEX MODEL 
INPUT DATA 
SST WING-BODY PLANFORM 
S R· 
0.4390000E 03 
x 
o .1892000E 02 
0.3448000E 02 
0.3448000E 02 
0.4842000E 02 
0.4842000E 02 
0.5196000E 02 
L R 
0.1911000E 02 
S 
0.1630000E 01 
0.5170000E 01 
0.5170000E 01 
0 .1364000E 02 
0.1364000E 02 
0.1364000E 02 
MULTIPLE VORTEX MODEL 
SST WING-BODY PLANFORM 
SAMPLE CASE 
C 1 
0. 3928000E 02 
DSIDX 
0.2271900E 00 
0.2271900E 00 
0.6008600E 00 
0.600B600E 00 
0.0000000E-38 
0.0000000E-38 
SAMPLE CASE 
24 VORTICES, ALPHA: O.1500000E 02 
NEW VORTEX INTRODUCED USING THEORETICAL METHOD 
LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
X 
O.20297E 02 
0.21673E 02 
0 . 23050E 02 
0.24427E 02 
0.25B03E 02 
0.27180E 02 
0.28557E 02 
0.29933E 02 
0.31310E 02 
0.32687E 02 
0.34063E 02 
0.35440E 02 
0.36B 17E 02 
0.38193E 02 
0.39570E 02 
0.40947E 02 
0.42323E 02 
0.43700E 02 
o .45077E 02 
0.46453E 02 
0.47830E 02 
0.49207E 02 
0.50583E 02 
0.51960E 02 
C L 
0.14090E-02 
0.24426E-02 
0.33137E-02 
0.435B1E-02 
0.59191E-02 
0.80143E-02 
0.10792E-OI 
O.l4190E-01 
0.18586E-Ol 
0.24159E-Ol 
0.30929E-Ol 
Q. 34275E-0 1 
0.35996E-Ol 
0.39301 E- Ol 
0.44138E-Ol 
O. 50090E-0 1 
0.57128E-Ol 
0.64995E-Ol 
0 .73 829E-Ol 
0.83767E-Ol 
0.95033E-Ol 
0.1l793E 00 
0.15971E 00 
0.20701E 00 
C M 
0.15012E-02 
0.24445E-02 
0.33057E-02 
0.40629E-02 
0.53809E-02 
0.66157E-02 
0.85667E-02 
0.1005lE-01 
0.125 42E-Ol 
0.14153E-O l 
O. 17068E-0 1 
0.17078E-Ol 
0.18247E-Ol 
0.17650E-Ol 
o .18869E-Ol 
0.17433E-Ol 
0.18022E-Ol 
0.15019E-Ol 
o .14537E-Ol 
0.92724E-02 
0.70546E-02 
-0.65735E-02 
-0.25441E-Ol 
-0.59526E-Ol 
VORTEX PROPERTIES AT X = 0 .51960E 02 
I YII) ZII) GAMMAlI) 
I 0.79909E 01 0.12858E 01 0.38169E 00 
2 0.10076E 02 0.17860E 01 0.30810E 00 
3 0.83022E 01 0.58510E 00 0.29068E 00 
4 0.93897E 01 0.10543E 01 0.30124E 00 
5 0.72155E 01 0.92249E 00 0.31503E 00 
6 0.96335E 01 0.74455E 00 O.33854E 00 
7 · 0.84419E 01 0.11556E 01 0.36505E 00 
8 0.89498E 01 0.15299E 01 0.39344E 00 
9 0.96912E 01 0.14919E 01 0.42317E 00 
10 0.10115E 02 0.10679E 01 0.45344E 00 
II 0.10660E 02 0.57806E 00 0.47679E 00 
12 0.10200E 02 0.25951E 00 0.54042E 00 
13 0.86538E 01 0.34574E 00 0.54651E 00 
14 0.72099E 01 0.41205E 00 0.54288E 00 
15 0.65113E 01 0.96924E 00 0.55468E 00 
16 0.70B72E 01 0.17140E 01 0.57225E 00 
17 0.81812E 01 0.20962E 01 0.59414E 00 
18 0.94599E 01 0.22711E 01 0.61955E 00 
19 0.10788E 02 0.21270E 01 0.64729E 00 
20 0.11784E 02 0.18400E 01 0.61770E 00 
21 0.12540E 02 0.18340E 01 0.71046E 00 
22 0.13291E 02 0.18251E 01 0.76628E 00 
23 0~13810E 02 0.96180E 00 0.81039E 00 
24 0.13745E 02 0 .00000E-38 0.79016E 00 
o 0.10142E 02 O.l2331E 01 0.12420E 02 
A 
0.1630000E 01 
0.2000000E 01 
0.2000000E 01 
0.1960000E 01 
0.1960000E 01 
0.1870000E 01 
X : 0.51 960E 02 CL = 0.20701E 00 CM =-0.59526E-OI COP 
Figure 2 . - Sample case wi t h correc t ion t o 
VORTX (M) (appearing on page 62 . ) 
DA/DX 
0.4640000E-Ol 
0.9600000E-02 
0.9600000E-02 
-0.2220000E-OI 
-0.2220000E-OI 
-0.3600000E-OI 
0.44775E 02 
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A THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF 
THE AERODYNAMICS OF SLENDER WING-BODY COMBINATIONS 
EXHIBITING LEADING-EDGE SEPARATION 
By A. H. Sacks, R. E. Lunaberg 
and C. W. Hanson 
Vidya Division, Itek Corporation 
SUMMARY 
A theoretical analysis is presented for calculating the normal force 
and center of pressure on plane wing-body combinations exhibiting leading-
edge separation . The mathematical model for the separated flow involves 
the shedding of a number of discrete vortex pairs along the wing leading 
edge, each pair satisfying the Kutta condition at the position of shedding. 
The subsequent lateral positions of these vortex filaments are calculated 
step by step, so that the rolling up of the vortex sheet is taken into 
account. Hence, the method predicts the chordwise normal-force distributions 
as well as the vortex sheet shapes over the configuration. 
Two techniques are presented for predicting the rate of shedding of 
vorticity along the wing leading edge. A purely theoretical method is pre-
sented which predicts the shedding rate analytically but which is restricted 
to very slender configurations. An alternative semi-empirical method is 
also presented which utilizes delta-wing experimental data to predict the 
shedding rates on wings of general planform and on wing - body combinations. 
Numerical calculations have been carried out for wings and wing-bodies 
in the range of aspect ratios 0.5 to 2.0. The semi-empirical method was well 
behaved in all cases, but convergence appeared to deteriorate for the theo-
retical method as the aspect ratio increased. The theoretical method over-
predicts the nonlinear separated normal force, particularly for aspect ratios 
above 1.0. However, the semi-empirical technique yields satisfactory agree-
ment with experiment for both normal force and center of pressure on the 
wings and wing-body combinations investigated. 
I 
-------- -- ~.~-- - .. -
INTRODUCTION 
In aircraft which are designed for sustained flight at supen.on ic 
speeds, two general characteristics have evolved: the configurations ar e 
slender, having a narrow fuselage and highly swept wings; and the leading 
edges of the wings are sharpened. Both of these characteristics arc prompted 
by an attempt to minimize aerodynamic drag during the supersonic cruise. 
When such aircraft are operated at low speeds and high angles of attack, as 
during the landing maneuver, the flow separates from the sharp leading edges 
and vortices form above the wing surface. Aerodynamically, the vortex for-
mation results in an increase of the lift from that attained when the flow 
remains attached to the upper surface. Furthermore, the variation of lift 
coefficient with angle of attack becomes nonlinear. 
A simplified, qualitative picture of the flow field about a sharp 
leading-edged delta wing is presented in Figure 1. The boundary layer sepa-
rates at the sharp leading edge, forming a vortex sheet which rolls up into 
a spiral over the top surface of the wing. For delta wings, a sh e e t is shed 
from the leading edge on each side and the flow pattern is, in the absence of 
yaw, symmetric. This picture is, admittedly, an oversimplification; second-
ary and even tertiary vortices have been noted over the top surface of sepa-
rated delta wings. 
The objective of the present investigation is to develop methods for 
predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of slender aircraft when flow 
separation is present. The prediction of aerodynamic characteristics, as 
used here, is taken to mean the calculation of lift (or, more properly, 
normal force) coefficient and pitching-moment coefficient or aercdynamic 
center of pressure. Since the basic flow model considered is intTiscid, and 
since leading-edge suction is precluded by flow separation, the chordwise 
force is zero, and the lift and drag are simply the vertical and horizontal 
components of the normal force. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Experimental 
The aerodynamic behavior of swept wings has been a subject of consider-
able interest for a number of years, and numerous experimental investiga-
tions have been undertaken, These investigations have sought not only to 
2 L_ 
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tabulate aerodynamic coefficients but to explore in detail the flow field 
about the wing. Because of their inherent simplicity, delta wings repre -
sent the planforms to which most attention has been devoted. 
Jasslion a nd Trilling (Ref. 1) h ave made detailed probe measurements 
in the flow field over delta wings. Bergerson and Porter (Ref. 2) use smoke 
trac e s and a light slit technique to locate vortex core positions on an 
aspect ratio one delta wing and some studies of the flow field downstream 
of the trailing edge ar e also included. Recently, Hummel (Re f. 3) reported 
on the us e of oil traces, tuft grids and smoke pictures, including some 
studie s on the effects of yaw. 
The basic flow pattern is illustrated by Figure 1. It will be noted 
that the details of the actual physical flow are somewhat more complicated 
(as pointed out , for example, by Ref. 2), and it is still unclear whether 
secondary flows are significant in determining performance. However, even 
for considerable yaw, the flow pattern is basically steady. At high angles 
of attack, an unstable phenomenon called "vortex bursting " occurs, in which 
the vortex field ~ppears to decay to another state characterized by lowe r 
local rotational velocities but a larger extent of influence. This bursting 
phenomenon is not considered in the development presented herein . 
For wing-body combinations far less effort has been made. Under cer-
tain flow conditions, the position of the vortex centers (or more accurately, 
centers of vorticity), which are low-pressure regions are visible due to 
moisture condensation, and no smoke or other visualization techniques are 
necessary. A considerab le amount of work of this type has been conducted by 
Ames Research Center in connection with the tests of Reference 4 on a doub le 
delta wing~body combination. These studies indicate that more than one dis-
tinct vortex system can be formed if there are abrupt changes in wing leading -
edge sweep. Wen tz and McMahon (Ref . 5) have taken very detailed velocity 
probe measurements of the flow field around a double delta wing-body combina -
tion. It should be noted that Wentz I measurements do not reveal the dual 
vortex system illustrated b y the Ames photos. 
Most of the investigations referenced above also present some data on 
aerodynamic coefficients . In addition, LaVallee (Ref. 6) has taken data 
on sharp-edged delta wings, and Bartlett and Vidal (Ref. 7) present detailed 
lift and moment data f o r l ow aspect ratio wings with and without leading-
edge s e paration. 
3 
Theoretical 
The essence of classical aerodynamic theory is embodied in efforts to 
solve the linearized potential equation 
where 
(1 - M 2 ) ~ + ~ + ~ 
o ~Xx ~yy ~Zz 
is the perturbation velocity potential and 
o 
M 
o 
(1) 
is the free-stream 
Mach number. If an aircraft is sufficiently slender, then the axial varia-
tion of axial velocity is much smaller than the lateral variations of lateral 
velocitiesj that is, 
and Equation (1) may be simplified to 
o ( 2) 
Hence, obtaining a mathematical description of the flow pattern reduces to 
finding solutions to Laplace's equation, satisfying appropriate boundary 
conditions in the y-z or crossflow plane. Any dependence of the resulting 
solution on axial shape variations is permitted to enter only through the 
boundary conditions. 
The assumptions leading to Equation (2), and the application of these 
assumptions to a prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of a thin flat 
wing were described by Jones (Ref. 8). Since the flow field, under the 
slenderness assumption, can be described by a succession of two-dimensional 
flow fields, the concept of the complex potential and mapping techniques 
can be applied to generalize the approach of Jones. This generalization was 
first presented by Spreiter (Ref. 9), and was subsequently extended to in-
clude very general classes of wings and wing-body combinations (see Ref. 10) 
Attached flow (low a ) .- Even if one can neglect the effects of separa-
tion and vorticity on the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft, slender-
body theory still exhibits a serious defectj it yields correct results only 
for vanishing aspect ratios. For thin flat-plate wings, slender-body theory 
predicts a linear lift curve having a slope, CL ,of rrA/2. Figure 2a a 
shows a comparison of the predicted values with experimental results for 
4 
flat-plate delta wings as reported by Lange/Wacke, Reference 11, and by 
Bartlett and Vidal, Reference 7. It can be seen that even at an aspect 
ratio of unity, slender-body theory overpredicts the linear (attached-flow) 
lift by 30 percent, and the discrepancy rapidly becomes greater as the aspect 
ratio increases. Basically, this difference occurs because, for the flow 
field around a finite-aspect-ratio wing, neglecting accelerations in th~ 
stream direction is simply not justified; that is, the flow field is truly 
three-dimensional except for vanishing aspect ratios. 
For high-aspect-ratio wings, the classical lifting-line theory of 
Prandtl (Ref. 12) is quite successful in predicting lift up to the stall; 
however, the restrictions on wing shape are quite severe and no information 
regarding center of pressure is obtained. A generalization of lifting-line 
theory is the lifting-surface theory, which escapes some of the restrictions 
but results in considerable computational complexity. Two well-known exam-
ples of lifting-surface theory are the work of Multhopp and Truckenbrodt, , 
References 13 and 14. 
When the aircraft under consideration is reasonably slender, a consider-
able simplification can be effected in lifting-surface theory by incorpora-
ting certain features of slender-body theory. Two quite similar approaches 
to this "not-so-slender-body" theory are presented by Lomax and Sluder, 
Reference 15, and by Lawrence, Reference 16. Lift curve slope predictions 
from both of these methods are also shown in Figure 2. Either method is 
quite successful at predicting attached-flow lift for delta wings, for 'aspect 
ratios up to 3 or 4. 
Separated flow (high a ).- A number of theories have actually been 
developed for calculating the total lift on slender, flat-plate wings exhib-
iting leading-edge separation. However, most of these have been restricted 
to conical flows and are not readily extended to either arbitrary planforms 
or wing-body combinations. 
The theory of Brown and Michael (Ref. 17) contains the essential ele-
ments of a number of recent papers (e.g., Refs. 18, 19, and 20). The 
analysis is confined to triangular wings of low aspect ratio and makes use 
of the slender-body approximation discussed on the previous page, With this 
approximation, the total lift is given by (see Ref. 17) 
L 
-pV J ¢ dy 
c 
5 
( 3) 
where the contour c encloses the trailing-edge cross section of the wing 
and the vortex sheets. Thus, the lift is linear in the potential ¢ and 
is therefore composed of two parts; one being the usual slender-body lift 
(which is linear in a), and one being the additional lift due to the poten-
tial associated with the separated vortices. 
The model proposed by Brown and Michael is illustrated in the following 
sketch. 
f' 
It is assumed that all of the trailing vorticity above the wing is co~clen­
trated in two fully rolled-up vortices whose strengths vary linearly in the 
chordwise direction. The contribution of the feeding vortex sheets (between 
the wing leading- edges and the rolled-up vortices) to the complex potential 
in the cross-flow plane is neglected. However, since the feeding vortices 
shed from the leading edge lie rumost normal to the free stream (rather than 
along the streamlines) they must sustain a force. The condition that the 
shed vortex system be force-free everywhere is therefore approximated by 
requiring that the net force on the entire vortex system be zero . In this 
manner, with the Kutta condition imposed at the leading edges, Brown and 
Michael proceed to solve for the vortex strengths r and the vortex posi -
tions, and thereby calculate the total lift and drag, as well as the span-
wise load distribution. 
The lift curve calculated by the above method agrees well with experi-
ment only for extremely low aspect ratios (small apex angles) and the pre-
dicted high peaks in the pressure distribution are not realized because the 
streamwise vorticity is actually distributed throughout the feeding sheet 
rather than being concentrated in two discrete vortices. 
6 
A somewhat more general treatment of the slender triangular wing with 
leading-edge separation has been developed by Mangler and Smith (Ref. 21) 
who consider a more realistic shape of the vortex sheets and calculate the 
lateral distribution of streamwise circulation within the sheet, accounting 
approximately for the requirement of no force on the sheet and no flow 
through it (see sketch) . 
c 
However, the flow is still assumed to be conical (resulting in a center of 
pressure at the two-thirds root chord position), and the severe limitation 
on aspect ratio remains. 
More recently, two papers have appeared which attempt to treat swept-
back wings of arbitrary aspect ratio and general planform with leading-edge 
separation. The first of these, by Gersten (Ref. 22) assumes that vortices 
are shed over the entire wing surface at an angle of a/2 above the chord 
plane. This is the angle predicted by the theory of Bollay (Ref. 23) for 
rectangular wings of vanishing aspect ratio. By satisfying the boundary 
condition of no flow through the surface at a number of points along the 
span, Gersten solves for the loading distribution on a number of lifting 
lines representing the wing surface. In this manner, one can calculate the 
total normal force and pitching moment. Gersten's model effectively assumes 
that steady flow separation occurs over the entire upper surface of the 
wing. Although this assumption is difficult to justify, the results do show 
reasonably good agreement with experimental data for rectangular and delta 
wings of aspect ratios between about 0.5 and 3.0. 
The two major objections to Gersten's theory are: (1) the assumption 
of separation over the entire upper surface, and (2) the assumption that the 
shedding angle is constant at a/2. Both of these objections are overcome 
in the theory of Reference 24 in which separation is permitted only at the 
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wing edges, and the angle of shedding is calculated by requiring that "the 
separation vortices lie along the local streamlines at the wing edges. 
Unfortunately, the calculated shedding angles do not agree well with experi-
ment, and agreement with experiment on the normal force and center of pres-
sure are obtained only by selecting the shedding angle which is a function 
of the aspect ratio, angle of attack, and plan form. It should be mentioned 
that here again, even for high aspect ratios, the lift is found to be com-
posed of a linear (attached-flow) solution and an additive nonlinear 
(separated-flow) solution. 
Evidently, a major difficulty in the two mathematical treatments dis-
cussed above lies in the failure to allow the vortex sheets to roll up after 
they leave the wing. To be sure, this omission is intentional for reasons 
of mathematical tractability. However, it is known from experimental obser-
vations that the vortex sheets roll up quite rapidly, particularly for the 
lower aspect ratios. The low-aspect-ratio theories of Brown and Michael and 
Mangler and Smith attempt to account for this phenomenon by making simpli -
fying assumptions regarding the nature of the rolled-up vortex sheets. 
It would seem, then, that what is needed is a theoretical model which 
permits the vortex sheets to roll up freely without the restrictions of con-
centrated vortex cores or conical flows. This is the aim of the present 
theoretical analysis. 
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
The preceding discussion indicates that there are two distinct facets 
to the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of low-aspect-ratio 
aircraft experiencing leading-edge separation; the prediction of the linear 
(attached-flow) lift characteristics, and the nonlinear (separated-flow) 
contribution to the resultant aerodynamic forces. The approach taken in the 
present work is to assume that these two contributions, linear lift and 
separated lift , are separable and additive. That is, we presume that 
( 4) 
The idea of an additive component of lift, at finite angles of attack , 
to account f o r lift-curve nonlinearities was perhaps first presented by Betz 
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(Ref. 25), who introduced the concept of the "cross-flow drag coefficient . " 
Within the assumptions of slender-body theory, for any number of discrete 
vortices in the flow field, Equation (4) results from a rigorous derivation 
of the body forces on a general aircraft (see Ref. 26). 
The attached-flow lift characteristics are predicted using the integral 
equation method of Lawrence presented in References 16 and 27. A descrip-
tion of the method is given in the following section; the numerical technique 
for solving the integral equation is outlined in Appendix A. 
The flow-field vorticity associated with separation is represented by 
a number of discrete line vortices using the concepts of slender-body theory 
to calculate the resultant forces . The flow model is described on page 13, 
and methods for determining the rate of addition (shedding) of vorticity to 
the flow field are discussed on pages 17 through 28. 
THEORETICAL ANA.LYSIS 
Attached Flow 
The technique presented here for the linear (attached- flow) lifting 
characteristics of low-aspect-ratio wings is that due to Lawrence, Refer-
ence 16. The present discussion will be restricted to the wing-alone case, 
since the extension to wing-body combinations (presented by Lawrence in 
Ref. 27) results in only very minor changes in the computational procedure. 
It should be noted, however, that the method is not valid where the wing 
span is decreasing with x. 
At low Mach numbers, the linearized potential equation (Eq . (1)) reduces 
to Laplace's equation in three dimensions. We are interested in a solution 
to Laplace's equation for the steady motion of a thin airfoil, lying in the 
z = 0 plane with local angle of attack a . The origin of the coordinate 
system is at the semi-root chord, as shown in the following sketch. 
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A solution to Laplace's equation can be written as (Ref. 28) 
where 
¢ (x,y,z) 
z 
CIJ 00 
2lrr ~y f I 
-00 -00 
(5 ) 
and the quantity u(~, ~) is proportional to the discontinuity in the x com-
ponent of the perturbation velocity across the x-y plane. In linear theory, 
this can be related to the wing loading through Bernoulli's equation as 
2 J (X,~ = 2pV U(X, y) 
where J (x,y) is the lift per unit area. 
(6) 
For a flat wing in steady flow, ¢ = - a on the wing, and u = 0 every-
z 
where else since the fluid cannot support a pressure difference. Hence, for 
points on the wing surface, we have the integral equation 
a l d {Jjd~ d~ u(s, n) l-l + 2 rr dy y - ~ 
S 
10 
'i (x-s) 2 + (y-n) 2 ] } 
x - ~ ( 7) 
where the double integral is carried out over the wing surface S. The two-
dimensional integral equation above can be reduced t o a one-dimensional in-
tegral equation by utilizing two successive steps. First, the lift per unit 
chord can be regarded as the independent variable; thus, let 
s 
g' (x) =/ d T) u(x, T)) 
-s 
( 8) 
where s is the local semi-span. This functi on is related to the lift per 
unit chord by 
( 9) 
Second, the explicit appearance of the variable y in Equation (7) can b e 
eliminated by mUltiplying by an appropriate weighting factor and, with cer-
tain approximations, integrating on y across the span. 
It should be noted that the use of Equation (8) to eliminate one inte-
gration means that n o information regarding spanwise loading can be obtained. 
The choice of the weighting factor and the sub sequent approximations repre-
sent the essence of Lawrence ' s contribution. 
The weighting factor which Lawrence used is -y S2 - y 2 , the spanwise 
distribution of surface potential which results fr o m Jones ' theory. Multi-
plying Equation (7) by this factor and integrating on y yields 
S C/2 S s 
") [1 J a -V S2 - 2 dy 1 J J d T) u( ~ , T) ) J y dy G 1 Y 2 7/" Ys 2 2 - Y 
-s -C/2 -s -s 
] Y(x-~} 2 + (y_ !.)} 2 ( 10) + ~ x -
If we now denote 
k (x) ( 11) 
we find f o r a flat wing (a constant) , 
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k(x) = Q 7T S 2 2 ( 12) 
The quantity k(x) is proportional to the lift of the section of the air-
foil lYing_ahead of the station x, which is given by slender-body theory 
(see Ref. 8 or Re f. 10). For example, at the trailing edge of a delta wing, 
k (x) 
where S is the wing area and 
r 
the slender-body lift coefficient. 
S 
r 
4 
1!: A a 2 
( 13) 
( 14) 
For sufficiently low aspect ratios, the quantity V (X_ ~ ) 2 + (y_ ~) 2 
can be approximated by ~(X_ ~) 2 + S2 . utilizing this approximation in 
Equation (10), one obtains, after some manipulations 
k(x) ( 15) 
where 
g' (x) = ~x [g(x)~ 
Equation (15) can be solved numerically for g(x), and the aerodynamic coef-
ficients are obtained from the expressions 
and 
c = ...1....- g (x) I L S 
r TE 
C/2 
J 
-C/2 
where £r is a reference length. 
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(16 ) 
( 17) 
The numerical technique used to solve Equation (15) is, with minor modi-
fications, that presented by Lawrence in Reference 16, and is presented in 
detail in Appendix B. 
The success of the Lawrence method in predicting the linear lift charac-
teristics of delta wings is well illustrated by Figure 2(a). Further com-
parisons are presented in Reference 15, and the computed attached-flow normal 
force and center of pressure for delta wings are shown in Figure 2(b). 
The extension to include, approximately, the effect of a circular body 
of constant radius was made by Lawrence in Reference 27. For a circular 
body-planar midwing combination, the resulting integral equation is identical 
in form to Equation (15). However, the local semispan s under the radical 
in Equation (15) must bereplaced by the exposed semispan, s - a, and, in 
place of Equation (12) we have 
k(x) ( 18) 
separated Flow 
For reasons of mathematical simplicity, the theoretical analysis of the 
lift due to separation will be restricted to small aspect ratios. This will 
permit the use of slender-body theory with all of the advantages of conformal 
mapping. That is, for calculating the flow field associated with the sepa-
rated vortices, we shall assume that the flow is two-dimensional in planes 
normal to the plane of the wing. We shall further assume that separation 
occurs only along the wing leading edge. Body vortices are not considered. 
Discrete vortex model.- In order to calculate the shape and strength 
of the vortex sheet shed from the wing leading edge, we shall represent the 
sheet by a finite number of discrete singularities representing vortex line 
filaments. We shall assume that a pair of filaments is shed at each of a 
number of chordwise positions just outside the wing leading edge, as shown 
in the following sketch. 
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The strengths and positions of these vortices are to be determined at the 
instant of shedding by requiring that we satisfy the Kutta condition each 
time a new vortex is shed. The shed vortex will then be treated as a free 
vortex of constant strength whose subsequent positions will be computed 
step-by-step from the local induced velocities at the vortex. 
Since the Kutta condition insures that the flow leaves the wing edge 
tangentially, it will be assumed that each discrete vortex lies in the plane 
of the wing at the instant of shedding. Hence, the initial position of each 
vortex at the instant of shedding can be described by a single variable 5, 
the lateral distance from the leading edge (side edge) of the wing to the 
vortex location. 
We the r e for e have two unknowns at each shedding loc ation (ri and 6 i ), 
and on e equation given b y the Kutta condition of finit e v e l oc ity at the side 
edge. The remaining equation must be supplied by a determinatio n of the 
shedding rate . 
Satisfying the Kutta condition.- The Kutta condition r equires that the 
velocity at the side edge of the wing remain finit e . He nce , if we denote 
the complex potential in the cross-flow plane by W, we r equire that 
where 
dW 
d ( 
dW d o 
d o d s I- 00 at ( '- s ( 19) 
r, y + iz 
and s i s the local wing semispan. The transformation of the wing - b ody 
cross sect ion to a circle of radius ro (see sketch), is given by Refer-
ence 10. 
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~ plane 0 plane 
1 ~+ 2 + -/ (C + ~2) 2 _ ] a 4r 2 ( 20) a 2 ~ 0 
where 
1 G + ~2) ( 21) ro 2 
Thus, since the derivative of the transformation d o/d ~ is singular at 
~ '" s, and since 0 '" r o at ~ '" s, we can express the Kutta condition of 
Equation (19) in the alternate form 
dW 
d o o at 0 r o ( 22) 
In other words, the Kutta condition is satisfied by requiring a stagnation 
point in the transformed plane at 0 '" roo For the present problem, with 
n free 'vortices shed from each side edge (see sketch), the complex poten-
tial can be expressed in the form (Ref. 26) 
-s s 
, plan e 0 plane 
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n 
- iVa i L 27r W( a ) B £n ( ( a) 
i =l 
r. £n 
l 
( a - a .) 
l 
( a + a .) 
l t -;:2) 
( 23) 
The first term represents the contribution of the source term for a growing 
body radius, the second represents the contribution of the cross-flow velocity 
at infinity, and the third represents the contribution of the discrete 
vortices and their images. We can now perform the operation indicated in 
Equation (22) by differentiating Equation (23) with respect to 0 , setting 
a = r and equating the resulting expression to zero. The resulting equa-0' 
tion is 
~ r i G-l-' -2- :-"i"-r-
0
- 2- + - 2 
a . 
l 
27rVa ( 24) 
It is noted that the contribution of the source term vanishes at a = r . 
o 
This is expected, since its ve locity contribution in the physical plane is 
finite. This , then, is the Kutta condition to be satisfied each time a new 
vor t ex pair is introduced. Further, since the Kutta condition insures that 
th the flow leaves the wing edge tangentially, we shall assume that the n 
vortex pair lies in the plane of the wing at the instant of shedding. Hence, 
an is real, so that an = an' and Equation (24) becomes 
n-l 
L r . l + a . '\ -a-i -2---,l"--r-o -;;) 27rVa ( 25) i =l 
Finally, a is related to the lateral distance 5 from the wing edge by 
n 
the transformation Equation (20). Thus , 
- =1:[S+ 5+ n 2 s 2 a + 5 + 
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( 26) 
Therefore, Equation (25) furnishes one of the two necessary equations to 
solve for the two unknowns rand 5 at a given chordwise station. The 
n 
second equation is obtained from the shedding rate, for which two methods 
will be presented herein. In the first, or theoretical method, the shedding 
rate is determined directly from the lateral velocity at the edge of the wing. 
This velocity is used to calculate the lateral growth of a flat vortex sheet 
in the plane of the wing, whose strength is calculated to satisfy the Kutta 
condition. This sheet is then replaced by a single vortex of the same 
strength which is also placed to satisfy the Kutta condition. 
In the second, or semi-empirical method, it will be assumed that the 
local shedding rate depends only upon the local sweep angle of the wing 
leading edge and the local cross-flow velocity. In particular, it is assumed 
that the wing in the presence of the body sheds at a rate corresponding to 
that of the wing alone at a higher angle of attack. The shedding rates are 
then obtained from delta-wing data by assuming that dr / dx = constant and 
varying dr/dx parametrically until the calculated lift and the experimen-
tal lift agree. 
Both of the above methods for determining the shedding rate will be 
discussed in the following sections. 
DETERMINATION OF THE SHEDDING RATE 
Water Tank Studies 
In order to study vortex positions experimentally and to attempt an 
experimental determination of leading-edge shedding rates, models of several 
delta and double-delta wings and wing-body combinations were fabricated for 
testing in the Vidya water tank. The wings were thin (0.090 " thick) flat 
plates of 8 inch span with sharp leading edges (beveled on both surfaces), 
and the body was a body of revolution. Some of the models are shown in Fig-
ure 3. The models were tested by driving them vertically into the water 
by means of a motor-driven rack and gear arrangement, as shown in Figure 4. 
The vortex sheets were made visible by applying white poster paint 
along the wing leading edges or at selected spots along the leading edges 
and over the body nose. Motion pictures of the flow patterns were then 
taken through a glass plate flush with the surface while the model traveled 
through the water. Enlargements of selected frames are shown in Figure 5. 
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One of the purposes of the preliminary water-tank studies was to deter-
mine the approximate sweep angles for which the flow becomes unsteady. That 
is, since a sharp-edged rectangular wing will shed a periodic wake from the 
leading edge (zero sweep) and a steady rolled-up vortex sheet from the side 
edges (90 ° sweep), there must be some minimum sweep angle for which the flow 
remains steady. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the rear portion of a 
double-delta wing produced periodic shedding for a 25 ° sweep and steady 
shedding for a 45 ° sweep. Since the configurations to be studied herein 
(both the double-delta and the F5D planform) have more than 45 ° sweep, it 
was concluded that a steady-flow analysis would be appropriate, so long as 
the aspect ratios treated remained below about 3. 
It can be seen from Figure 5 that for 45 ° sweep of the rear portion of 
the double-delta wing, the leading edges appear to shed continuously and 
form a single pair of well-defined vortex cores which are nearly conical 
ahead of the wing break and curve outward thereafter. Figure 5 indicates 
that a second vortex filament may be formed at the wing break for certain 
sweep angles, as observed in the Ames 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. For 25° 
sweep at certain angles of attack, the vortex cores become poorly defined 
aft of the wing break, as the vorticity shed from the rear portion is spread . 
out in the chordwise direction as unsteady shedding is approached. 
In order to gain some insight into the magnitude and distribution of 
shedding velocities and vorticity along the wing, some flat-plate delta 
wing models were made of lucite, so that short tufts mounted on the upper 
and lower surfaces of the wing leading edges could be observed simultaneously. 
For this purpose, it was necessary to take pictures nearly normal to the 
plane of the wing. This required a vertical window in the tank, as shown 
in Figure 4. 
The theoretical basis for the experimental determination of the shedding 
velocity lies in the two-dimensional flow assumption of slender-body theory. 
The. lateral velocity of the sheet at the wing leading edge is then given by 
the average lateral velocity immediately below and above the vortex sheet. 
These velocities, in turn, can be obtained directly from the directions of 
short tufts mounted on the lower and upper surfaces of the wing leading 
edges (see sketch) . 
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Thus 
V. 
1 
and, for small angles of the tufts relative to the free stream, 
v.e V1f; .e 
so that 
( 27) 
( 28) 
( 29) 
Furthermore, the vorticity being shed at any point along the leading edge 
is given by 
} 
The shedding rate is then determined from the relation 
dr 
dt 
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( 30) 
or 1 d r 
V dx 
1 
2 
( 31) 
Hence, the shedding rate itself could be determined directly if accurate 
measurements could be made of the local flow angles above and below the 
wing leading edge . 
A number of attempts were made to determine the shedding rate experi-
mentally in the Vidya water tank. For this purpose, a horizontally-mounted 
camera was used to look through the tank with the aid of a remote flash bulb 
located above the water surface. Short tufts of various materials and 
lengths were glued or taped to the upper and lower surfaces of the wing, but 
visual observations indicated that the tufts were not following the local 
flow directions above and below the vortex sheet. Dye streaks were also 
tried, but here the streamline curvature prevented accurate angle determi-
nations at the leading edge. For these reasons, attempts to determine the 
leading-edge shedding rates experimentally were unsuccessful . 
Theoretical Method 
Since the shedding rate is the rate at which vorticity is fed into the 
vortex sheet at the leading edge, and since the portion of that sheet im-
mediately adjacent to the wing has a large influence in satisfying the 
Kutta condition, it seems appropriate to treat each new amount of vorticity 
introduced as a continuous sheet rather than a discrete vortex. This is 
quite feasible, since the sheet leaves the wing tangentially and, therefore, 
we can treat the entire vortex system as made up of (1) a number o f discrete 
vortices (those previously shed), and (2) a flat vortex sheet extending from 
each wing panel (those vortices b eing shed), as shown in the sketch. 
Once the length of the sheet 6 s and its vorticity have b een determined, 
we can then replace the sheet b y a single dicrete vortex of the same total 
strength, which is again placed t o satisfy the Kutta condition . We can then 
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proceed to calculate the subsequent positions until another sheet segment 
is shed. The shedding intervals, of course, are arb itrary, and the model 
should improve as the size of the intervals is decreased. For the present 
problem, with n-l free vortices and a flat sheet shed from each side edge 
(see sketch), the complex potential can be expressed in the form (Ref. 26) 
w ( (1 ) 
c: 
C" 
B .e n ~ ( 0) - iVa 
i 
2 1T 
0 · =r +5. 101 J y dy i n 
0. =r 
1 0 
Ja 
) r. 
• 1 C ) c: 
~ As ~ 
i 
2 1T 
n-1 
L 
1=1 
r. .en 
1 
~ r i 
~ 
5. ~ 1 
t 
Va 
( 32) 
where ~ is the vorticity (circulation per unit length) of the flat sheet. 
The first term represents the contribution of the source term for a growing 
body radius, the second represents the contribution of the cross-flow 
velocity at infinity, the third represents the contribution of the discrete 
(previously shed) vortices and their images, and the last represents the 
contri bution of the (newly shed) flat sheet and its image system. At this 
point, we need the inverse transformation of the wing-body cross-section to 
th e circle; that is, (see sketch) : 
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( 33) 
On the real axis we have ~ 
yields 
y and differentiation with respect to o . 
~ 
dy 1 + 
r 
o . + 0 
~ o . 
~ 
2 
( 34) 
Hence, by differentiating under the integral sign in Equation (32) and noting 
that o . = o . 
~ ~ 
on the real axis, we find that the Kutta condition of Equa-
tion (22) can be expressed in the form 
n~-l 0 o . 
r. --~~~----
~ 2 2 
. o. - r ~=l ~ 0 
+ 
+ 
2 
ro 
o . + 
~ o . 
~ 
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If we now assume that ~ is constant over the short sheet segment at 
the instant of shedding, then the integral can be evaluated analytically. 
In the case of a wing alone (a = 0), the expression in the bracket reduces 
to 2 and Equation (35) becomes 
+ 
-a-
i
-2-
G
...=i'--r-
o 
~ ( 36) 
In the case of a wing-body combination (a ~ 0), the integration in Equa-
tion (35) yields (see Ref. 29) 
- sinh -l 
2r 4 + 
o 
ro~ + y i n 
(37) 
These, then, are the two alternate forms of the Kutta condition to be satis-
fied for wings or wing-body combinations each time a vortex sheet segment 
of length 5 . 
1 
(in the transformed plane) is introduced. 
The length of the flat vortex sheet in the physical plane is obtained 
from the lateral velocity at the wing leading edge. That is, if the edge 
of the sheet moves outboard at a velocity v. which is induced by all the 
1 
free vortices and their images, then the length of the sheet a distance 6 x 
downstream is given by 
6 s v. 
1 
6 t 
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V. 
1 
V 
( 38) 
The induced velocity v. at the wing leading edge (the side edge) is ob-
1. 
tained from the ' complex potential by satisfying the Kutta condition and 
determining the (finite) limiting value of the local velocity as the wing 
edge is approached. This procedure is given in Appendix C, and the result-
ing expression for 
v. 
1. 
V a da + is 
s dx 2 7/' 
v . 
1. 
is 
~2 o · 1. ( 39) 
The length 
to the length 6 s 
6 . of the vortex sheet in the transformed plane is related 
1. 
in the physical plane through the transformation Equa-
tion (20), so that 
r 
o 
+ 6 . 
1. 
2 
a 
+ 6 s + s + 6 s + 68 + 2 ) 2 J a 4 2 S + 6 s - ro ( 40) 
This expression must be substituted into the Kutta condition of Equation (36) 
or Equation (37) which is then to be solved for the strength ~ of the 
vortex sheet. 
Having determined the size and strength of the newly shed sheet segment, 
we can then replace that segment with a single vortex of the same total 
strength 
~ . 6 s ( 41) 
and require that this single vortex be located at a distance 6 from the 
wing edge such that it, in turn, also satisfies the Kutta condition. This 
is done by applying Equation (25). One can then proceed to introduce sub-
sequent vortices in the same manner, tracing the paths of each shed vortex 
by evaluating the vortex velocities at each chordwise station. The expres-
sions for these velocities are developed in Appendix D. 
Within the assumptions of slender-body theory, the lift on a length 6x 
of the wing-body combination in the presence of n discrete vortices is 
given b y the change of the quantity (Ref . 26) 
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.6L ( 42) 
between x and x + .6x, where R refers to the real part of the square 
root. Similarly, for n-l discrete vortices and a sheet of width 6 s shed 
from the wing edges, the lift acting on a length 6x of the wing-body 
combination is 
6 L 
s +6s 
+ 2pV J 'Y dy 
s 
~ + ~2) 2 (43) 
and the total separation lift on the configuration back to the wing trailing 
edge is given by this quantity evaluated at the wing trailing edge, since 
the initial value at the aircraft nose is zero. For configurations which 
extend aft of the point of maximum span, the reader is cautioned regarding 
the application of slender-body theory. For wings alone or wing-body com-
binations having cylindrical afterbodies, the attached flow lift contribution 
aft of the maximum span is zero. A correction to the attached-flow lift to 
account for the body boattail (a diminishing body radius) was presented by 
Adams and Sears in Reference 30. The separation lift must be calculated 
b y continuing to follow the free vortices and calculating the abov e quantity. 
Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that an additional initially flat 
vortex sheet is shed from the wing trailing edge. This vortex sheet must 
also be allowed to roll up and should be included in the calculation. Such 
calculations were considered to be beyond the scope of the present investi-
gation. Consequently, all of the calculations presented herein terminate 
at the last chordwise station at which the wing span is not decreasing. 
Finally, carrying out the integration indicated in Equation (43), we find 
that the total separated lift coefficient is given by 
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evaluated at the wing trailing edge. 
The separation pitching moment is calculated from 
c 
M J 6L(Cl. - x)dx 
o 
( 4 5) 
where 6L is given by Equation (43) and cl. is the distance from the wing 
apex or the wing-body juncture to the center of moments. 
For the case of a wing alone (a = 0), it can be shown that Equation (44) 
reduces to 
n-l. 
tL 
i=l. 
r. 
1. R 
V 
~~ 
S V 
which is to be evaluated at the wing trailing edge. 
Semi-Empirical Method 
6s) Y 2s 6 s + t.s 2 
(46) 
As was discussed in the section on Separated Flow, the basic separated 
flow model is restricted by the slender-body assumption to very low aspect 
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ratios. Therefore, in the absence of a three-dimensional theoretical method, 
an alternative semi-empirical method is presented here which can be used as 
a device to extend available delta-wing data to more general plan forms and 
thus provide a method for lift prediction. 
The basic assumption underlying the semi-empirical method is that the 
shedding rate depends only on the local sweep angle of the wing leading edge 
and on the local cross-flow velocity Vc; that is, 
dr = f (Qs v) 
dx ~x' c (47) 
For delta wings, which have a constant sweep angle, this results in a con-
stant shedding rate. 
Figure 6 presents a summary of the normal-force coefficients attributed 
to separated flow from References 6, 7, and 31. These curves are obtained 
by subtracting the attached flow CN (or CL) as given by the Lawrence 
method from the total measured normal-force coefficient. This figure illu-
strates that, within experimental uncertainty, the normal force per unit 
area produced by flow separation is independent of wing aspect ratio. 
utilizing the basic assumption represented by Equation (47), the shed-
ding rates for various-aspect-ratio delta wings were varied systematically 
until the normal-force coefficients, calculated by the method given in the 
section on Separated Flow, matched the mean curve represented in Figure 6. 
The resulting shedding rates for this condition are summarized in Figure 7. 
The procedure for constructing a solution for arbitrary planform wings 
is as follows. At each integration step, the slope of the wing leading edge 
is obtained; this and the angle of attack are used in a two-way table look-
up to obtain dr/dx. A vortex pair (and an image pair) of strengths 
dr/dx . 6x is placed in the flow field on the real axis so as to satisfy 
the Kutta condition. Then the induced velocities at the locations of all 
the vortices now in the field are calculated and the positions of the vortex 
system at the next chord station are calculated. The process is repeated 
until the trailing edge of the wing is reached, and the lift and moment are 
calculated. 
In the semi-empirical method, since all shed vortices are assumed to 
be discrete vortices (i.e., no vortex sheets), the calculation of lift is 
considerably simplified. Here, the expression of Equation (44) for the 
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separation lift coefficient reduces to (since ~ 0) 
i =J. 
r . 
-1:.R 
V ( 48) 
and the pitching-moment coefficient is again given b y Equation (45) which 
reduces to 
n 
C 
m 
s 
-x) L~ 
i = J. 
+ a
2)2 _ 
~ . 1. 
dx ( 49) 
To illustrate the modification of the method to include th e effects of 
the b ody, let us consider the two cases below. 
-s s 
-s s 
t t 
V V 
t 
c 
c t 
v a v a 
If the wing were not present for the case represented b y the right-hand 
sketch, the velocity at the leading edges (y = ±s) would be Va . If the 
wing were not present in the case represented by the left-hand sketch , the 
velocity at y = + s would b e Va (l + a 2 /s 2 ) due to the presence o f the 
J. body. Therefore, when applying the semi-empirical method to a wing-body 
comb ination, the tab le look-up is performed at the equivalent angle of attack. 
a ~ + : :) ( 50) 
1.This is obtained by differentiating the free 
potential of Equation (32) with respect to 
and r b y a . 
o 
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NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND CONVERGENCE 
Numerical Procedure 
The procedure for calculating the attached-flow normal force and pitch-
ing moment consists of a straightforward solution of the integral Equation 
(15) for the function g(x) using Equation (18) for the known function k(x) 
The details of this procedure are outlined in Appendix B and the normal 
force and pitching moment are then given by Equations (16) and (17), respec-
tively. 
The procedure for calculating the separated-flow normal force and 
pitching moment is not quite so straightforward, since it involves the in-
troduction and subsequent position-following of n pairs of free vortices 
shed from the wing leading edge. Two alternative techniques for calculating 
the separated-flow normal force distribution have been presented herein. 
The detailed procedures for these two methods are described below, and a 
detailed description of the computer program is given in Appendix E. 
Theoretical method.- (1) Select the number of vortices to be carried in 
the calculation. This point is discussed, with regard to convergence, under 
the section, Convergence with Number of Vortices, and estimates of the com-
puting time are given in Appendix E. 
(2) Assume for first vortex sheet segment at x 6x that v. = Va/2. 
~ 
(3) Calculate width of sheet segment from 6 s (v. /V)6x where 
~ 
6x c/N, and N is the number of vortices to be introduced. 
( 4) Calculate width of sheet 5 . in the a plane from Equation (40) 
~ 
(5) Calculate the strength of the sheet segment from the Kutta con-
dition by solving Equation (37) for ~ . (Use Eq. (36) if a = 0.) 
(6) Calculate strength of discrete shed vortex to replace the sheet 
by [' = ~ • 6s. 
(7) Determine position a of this vortex in the transformed plane 
n 
by applying the Kutta condition in the form of Equation (25). 
(8) Determine the lateral distance 5 from the vortex to the wing 
edge in the physical ~ plane by applying the transformation Equation (33) 
and setting ~ = s + 5 and a = a . 
n 
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(9) Calculate the v and w velocity components of the shed vortex 
pair from Equation (D-8) of Appendix D. 
(10) Calculate new lateral positions of shed vortices at next chordwise 
station by integrating Equation (D-8) over the interval Lx . 
(11) Calculate shedding velocity at next station from Equation (39). 
(12) Repeat steps 3 through 5. 
(13) Calculate separation normal force on segment o f length 6 x by 
applying Equation (43) (see Eq. (44) for integration) . 
(14) Repeat steps 6 through 10 until trailing edge is reached. Note 
that method is not valid where the wing span is decreasing. 
(15) Calculate separated pitching moment from Equations (45) and (43). 
Semi-empirical method.- (1) Select the number of vortices to be carried 
in the calculation. See the following page for convergence requirements and 
Appendix E for estimates of computing time . 
(2) For first aircraft segment of length Lx , evaluate leading-edge 
slope ds/dx and look up shedding rate for that slope using the equivalent 
angle of attack. 
(3) Calculate strength of shed vortex pair from 
dr r == - 6 x dx 
(4) Apply steps 7 through 10 of the Theoretical Method. 
(5) Calculate separation normal force on segment of length Lx by 
applying Equation (43) with ~ == 0, carrying the summation over n rather 
than n-~. 
(6) Repeat steps 2 through 4 until trailing edge is reached. Here 
again, note that method is not valid where the wing span is decreasing. 
(7) Calculate the separation normal-force and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients by applying Equations (48) and (49). 
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Convergence with Number of Vortices 
The development in the section on separated flow indicates that the 
determination of the flow field consists of following the positions of a 
set of free vortices as they progress back along the wing chord. Regard-
less of the method of determining the shedding rate, this position tracing 
consists of solving a set of simultaneous differential equations. The 
number of equations in this set varies from two 2 , as the first vortex pair 
is introduced, to twice the number of vortices, 2n, at the trailing edge of 
the wing. 
The solution of the equation is effected with a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta numerical integration technique (the Gill variation outlined in Ref. 
32) • For the present problem, this method has the advantage of ease of 
starting; it has the disadvantage of requiring an evaluation of the differ-
ential equations at axial positions intermediate to the integration interval. 
This difficulty is amplified for the flow model used here, since the method 
of placing vortices satisfies the Kutta condition only at discrete chord 
stations. At chord stations intermediate to the introduction of vortices, 
the wing leading edge is a singularity in the flow field and the evaluation 
of induced velocities near the singularity can create numerical difficulties. 
This problem was alleviated by requiring the chord increment, 6x, used to 
numerically integrate the differential equations to be equal to the chord 
increment at which vortices are introduced. 
As the number of vortices introduced becomes larger and larger, the 
degree to which the discrete vortex model approximates a continuous sheet 
of vorticity should become better; that is, the method should converge with 
increasing number of vortices. However, when using numerical techniques, a 
demonstration of convergence is all that can be obtained, since it is possi-
ble that round-off and truncation errors will either mask or produce changes 
in computed results. 
The approach to convergence is a function of both aspect ratio and 
angle of attack. In the range of interest in the present program, conver-
gence of the theoretical method is most troublesome at high aspect ratios 
and low angles of attack. (At very low angles of attack, of course, linear 
2 Two equations are required to determine the y and z coordinates of the 
vortices. Because of symmetry, only two are required even though a pair 
of vortices is involved. 
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theory suffices.) A convergence demonstration was conducted for a flat-
plate delta wing of aspect ratio 2 at 10° angle of attack, since this case 
appeared to be converging at the slowest rate. Figure 8 presents a plot 
of the separated-flow lift coefficient as a function of number of vortices 
for this case. The convergence of the method is less rapid than might be 
desired, but it does appear to converge at somewhere around 80 vortices. 
Fortunately, convergence is much more rapid for smaller aspect ratios. For 
comparison, Figure 8 also shows the approach to convergence of the separated-
flow lift for aspect ratio 0.5 and aspect ratio 1.0 at 10° angle of attack. 
Although it is difficult to make rigorous conclusions from the limited 
number of cases run, a rough convergence rule would be 
n = 30 + 30A ( 51) 
where n is the number of vortices required for convergence, and A is the 
aspect ratio. Usually, the value of n given by Equation (51) can be re-
duced by about 15 percent if answers within 10 percent of final values are 
acceptable. Equation (51) should be applied only for cases where 
O. 5 ~ A ~ 2. O. 
If one is to use experimentally-determined shedding rates in a calcu-
lative numerical procedure, it is essential that the procedure be a conver-
gent one and that a sufficient number of vortices be used to insure con-
sistent satisfactory results. Figure 9 presents the variation of separated 
flow normal-force coefficient with number of vortices for an aspect ratio 2 
delta wing at 15 ° angle of attack, as calculated by the semi-empirical 
method. As indicated, the constant shedding-rate model appears to converge 
at somewhere around 100 vortices. However, for computational convenience, 
a smaller number of vortices was used, relying on an adjustment of apparent 
shedding rates to yield consistent numerical results. This was justified 
only by the fact that the adjustment was relatively smallj that is, even if 
no adjustment was made, the resulting lift at the number of vortices used 
(24) was within 15 percent of the converged value (somewhere around 90 vor-
tices), as seen from Figure 9. The shedding rates given in Figure 7 are 
based on a 24-vortex model. For the theoretical method, no adjustment can 
be made, and hence, the approach to convergence becomes much more critical 
from a computational standpoint. 
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As discussed in the section on the Approach to the Problem, the normal 
force and pitching moment are assumed herein to be made up of the sum of a 
linear (attached-flow) component and a nonlinear (separated-flow) component. 
The linear normal force and pitching moment are calculated by the method of 
Lawrence (described in the section on Attached Flow), and the nonlinear con-
tribution may be calculated by either the theoretical method or the semi-
empirical method. Calculations have been carried out by both techniques for 
flat-plate wings of several planforms and for two different plane wing-body 
configurations for which experimental data are available. The flat-plate 
wings selected include delta wings of aspect ratios 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, and a 
gothic wing of aspect ratio 1.0, all with sharp leading edges. The wing-body 
combinations selected are the double delta configuration (A = 1.45) and the 
so-called ff Ogee modified rr F5D configuration (A = 1. 70). The planforms for 
these wings and the gothic wing are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
Comparisons of the calculated and experimental values of normal force 
and center of pressure for flat-plate wings are presented in Figures 12, 13, 
and 14, and it can be seen that the semi-empirical technique yields better 
results in all cases. It should be noted that the theoretical results for 
the aspect-ratio-2 delta wing were not converged at 48 vortices and are there-
fore not presented. Since the theories of Brown and Michael (Ref. 17) and of 
Mangler and Smith (Ref. 21) are restricted to conical flows, comparisons -with 
those theories are shown only for the delta wings. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 13 that the present theory gives about the same results as that -of Mangler 
and Smith and gives substantially better results than the theory of Brown and 
Michael. However, all of these theories overpredict the normal force at high 
angles of attack. It should be noted that the theories of Brown and Michael 
and of Mangler and Smith have been used here to calculate only the separated 
normal force; that is, the slender-body theory restriction has been relaxed 
somewhat by modifying the attached-flow lift by the method of Lawrence (Ref. 
16) Thus, the ordinate of the general curves presented in References 17 and 
21 (see Fig. 15) has been interpreted as giving the sum CNs + l Aa from 
which the separated normal force can be extracted. This is then added to the 
linear (attached-flow) normal force as given by Lawrence in order to obtain 
the total normal-force curves shown in Figure 13. This gives a more fair 
comparison with the methods presented herein than if the curves of References 
17 and 21 were taken as predictions of the total normal force for all aspect 
ratios. 
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It can be seen from Figures 12 and 13 that the agreement between the 
theoretical and experimental normal force becomes poorer as the angle of 
attack increases. Likewise, the convergence of the present theoretical 
method also deteriorates with increasing aspect ratio. This is not too sur-
prising, since the theoretical method presented herein for calculating the 
separated normal force is based upon the assumption that the flow field is 
two-dimensional. The risk of such an assumption is clearly pointed up by 
comparing the predictions for the attached-flow lift as given by slender-
body theory with those given by the modified, quasi-three-dimensional theory 
of Lawrence. It can be seen from Figure 2 that close agreement exists only 
for low aspect ratios. consequently, one might suspect that the theoretical 
method of the present report is likewise restricted, as are the methods of 
References 17 and 21. 
The semi-empirical method presented herein is of course not restricted 
to very slender planforms, and agreement with experimental normal force is 
insured for delta wings. However, the lift distribution, and thus center 
of pressure, will depend on the resultant vortex pattern which develops. 
Hence, a check on the "reasonableness" of the basic flow model is provided 
by a comparison of the computed center of pressure with experimental values. 
Figure 14 is a comparison of both CN and center of pressure for the semi-
empirical method with the data of Bartlett and Vidal (Ref . 7) and Peckham 
(Ref. 31) for delta wings of aspect ratio 1.0 , 1.5, and 2. The total normal 
force was obtained by adding the semi-empirical separated-flow normal force 
to the attached-flow normal force given in Figure 2(b). The agreement exhib-
ited in Figure 14 is indeed encouraging. 
As mentioned previously, the experimental separation normal force (total 
normal force minus Lawrence normal force) for delta wings is essentially 
independent of aspect ratio up to aspect ratios of about 2. A comparison 
of this mean curve (taken from Fig. 6) with points calculated by the theo-
retical method is shown in Figure 16, and the deterioration of convergence 
with aspect ratio is apparent. 
In the absence of a three- dimensional correction for the separated flow, 
it is interesting to simply apply the same correction as was found by the 
Lawrence method for the attached flow in any particular case. Let us assume 
that the ratio of the correct normal force to that predicted by slender-body 
theory is the same for the separated-flow component as for the attached-flow 
component. In that case, the total normal force is given by 
~N ~ G) Lawr. C CN NSB SB att total ( 52) 
It must be noted that the Lawrence method is not really applicable to the 
separated-flow problem, since it is based upon a linear relationship between 
local pressure and the velocity potential (see Ref. 16). The pressure due 
to the separated flow, however, contains quadratic terms which do not cancel. 
Therefore, Equation (52) must be regarded as a crude "correction technique " 
rather than a valid theoretical method. Nevertheless, calculations have been 
carried out for delta wings of aspect ratios 1.0 and 1.5, in which case 
Equation (52) can be written as 
(53) 
and the resulting curves are shown in Figure 17. It can be seen that con-
siderable improvement results in the agreement with experiment. 
The calculated normal force and center of pressure for wing-body com-
binations are compared with experimental data in Figures 18 and 19 and here 
again the empirical method yields superior results at the higher angles of 
attack. Also shown on Figure 18 is the theory of Smith (Ref. 33) which is 
an extension of the theory of Brown and Michael to general planforms. It 
can be seen that the present theory gives considerably better agreement with 
experiment for this case. 3 
As a further check on the present analysis, the vortex positions above 
a delta wing as determined by both the theoretical and empirical methods 
have been plotted in Figure 20, and the lateral center of gravity of the 
separated vortex system is compared with water-tank observations for a 
double-delta wing in Figure 21. The detailed shape of the vortex sheets as 
3 For this calculation, the method of Reference 33 has been extended to wing-
body combinations by conformal mapping. 
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predicted by the theoretical and semi-empirical methods are shown in Figures 
22 and 23, and it can be seen that the shape becomes quite unrealistic for 
large numbers of vortices (owing to the discrete vortex approximation), al-
though the lateral center-of-gravity positions agree very well with experi -
ment (Fig. 21). It is interesting to note that the center-of-gravity 
location is predicted more accurately by the theoretical method than by the 
semi-empirical method, although for normal-force predictions the reverse is 
true. This would seem to indicate that the inaccuracy of the theoretical 
method lies in an overprediction of the shedding rate. It is further noted 
(Fig. 21) that the outboard trend of the lateral center of gravity with 
angle of attack is correctly predicted over the rearward portion of the 
double-delta wing by the present theory, while the theory of Smith (Ref. 33) 
predicts an inboard trend. It appears from Figures 20 and 21 that the 
lateral vortex positions are more accurately predicted by the semi-empirical 
method for the delta wing but not for the double-delta wing . All of this 
would seem to indicate that the theoretical method presented herein offers 
a r eliable method for predicting the development of the vortex positions 
over general planforms, hut tends to overpredict the shedding rate, particu-
larly for aspect ratios above 1 .0. 
Figure 24 shows two photographs taken in the Ames 7- by la-foot wind 
tunnel which illustrate an interesting experimental phenomenon in the vortex· 
patterns for the double-delta configuration. In particular, it appears 
that a second vortex core is initiated at the break in the wing leading edge, 
and that the two cores interact in such a way as to produce the complex 
patterns shown in the photo. Such a phenomenon was clearly observed only 
for angles of attack of about 12° to 16 ° . Although the predicted vortex 
sheet shapes are very complex (see Fig. 25), no such phenomenon was evident 
in the vortex shapes calculated by the methods presented herein. On the 
other hand, the predicted center of gravity location for the entire vortex 
system from each wing panel seems to be in very reasonable agreement with 
experimental observations. The calculated lateral c.g. positions for the 
double delta configuration are presented in Figure 26, and it can be seen that 
a mean curve through the two visible traces of the photos in Figure 24 would 
come close to the predicted values. A mean curve cannot actually be drawn, 
however, since the strengths of the two visible vortex cores are unknown. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A method has been developed for predicting the normal force and center 
of pressure on reasonably slender wings and wing-body combinations exhibit-
ing flow separation along the wing leading edges. The method is applicable 
to general plane-wing-body configurations and predicts the shape and loca-
tion of the vortex sheets above the wing as well as the resulting loadings 
on the airplane. The calculation of the linear (attached-flow) normal force 
and pitching moment is performed by the method of Lawrence (Ref. 27), and 
two alternative methods are presented for calculating the loadings due to 
separation. One is a purely theoretical method based on slender-body theory 
in which the shedding rate is calculated at each point. The other is a semi-
empirical method based on delta-wing data in which the shedding rate is 
assumed to depend only upon angle of attack and leading-edge sweep. The 
mathematical model employed to represent the separated flow field involves 
the use of a large number of free vortices which are shed at the wing edges 
so as to satisfy the Kutta condition there, and their subsequent motions are 
calculated. The model exhibits many of the features of the physical flow 
with regard to shedding rate, rolling up of the vortex sheets, and lateral 
travel of the vortex centers of gravity. 
Calculations have been carried out by both the theoretical and semi-
empirical techniques for several wing and wing-body configurations, and com-
parisons have been made between the calculated and measured normal force, 
center of pressure, vortex-sheet shape, and vortex center of gravity. Based 
on these calculations, the following conclusions are drawn: 
(1) Both the theoretical and semi-empirical methods appear to converge 
with respect to the number of discrete vortices shed. 
(2) Convergence of the theoretical method apparently deteriorates with 
increasing aspect ratio. The number of shed vortices required for conver-
gence is approximately given by n = 30 (l+A). 
(3) Convergence of the semi-empirical method appears to be considerably 
better. It was found that 24 vortices yielded satisfactory results for all 
cases calculated, provided the shedding rates used to match the delta wing 
data were also calculated using 24 vortices. 
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(4) Even the theoretical method yields results comparable with the 
conical-flow theory of Mangler and Smith for delta wings up to aspect ratios 
of 1.5 and is applicable to general planforms. 
(5) The semi-empirical method appears to give satisfactory predictions 
of both normal force and center of pressure for all of the wing and wing~ 
body configurations calculated over the angle of attack range of interest. 
(6) The center of gravity positions of the vortex sheets as predicted 
by both the theoretical and semi-empirical techniques show good agreement 
(particularly the former) with observations made in the Vidya water tank. 
(7) The theoretical method overpredicts the normal force due to sepa-
ration, particularly at high angles of attack and high aspect ratios. 
(8) It appears that the overprediction of the normal force due to sepa-
ration sterns from an overprediction of the shedding rate and is largely due 
to three-dimensional effects as is the case for the attached flow. An approxi-
mate "correction technique" has been presented which gives considerable 
improvement in the results. 
Vidya Division, Itek Corporation 
Palo Alto, California 
June 30, 1966 
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APPENDIX A 
LAWRENCE SLENDER APPROXIMATION TO THE 
LIFTING-SURFACE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Equation ( 10) of the section on Attached Flow can be written as 
c s 
k(x) 1 I d ~ g'( ~ ) J y dy (y 1 ~ )[1 21f -y s 2 _ 2 
-c 
-s 
y 
- ~ l 2 ] + -V {x - g} 2 + {y (A-l) 
x - ~ 
Equation (A-l) can be written identically as 
c s ~{r k (x) 1 J d ~ g'(~) I y dy ex 1 Ix - sl J + 2 71" -y 2 2 X - ~ s - y 
-c -s 
[ -I {x - IX-51]) + s} 2 + {y - Il} 2 - (A-2) x - ~ 
The first term in the braces in Equation (A-2) is independent of y enabling 
the integration on y to be carried out. It should be noted that l 
s 
J (y _ TJ) -y S 2 _ y 2 Y dy - If (A-3) 
so long as -s ~ TJ ~ s! Hence, 
lThis can be demonstrated by interpreting the integral as a principal value. 
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k (x) 1 J g ' ( ~ ) [1 + Ix - gl ] d ~ ="2 (x - ~ ) 
-c 
c 8 
1 J g -' ( ~ ) d ~ J y dy 1 + -2rr y 8 2 - 2 (y - n) 
-c -8 y 
[ y (x - ~} 2 + (y _ 2 Ix - slJ n} -x - ~ (A-4) 
The remaining integral on y in Equation (A-4) can be carried out by rr,ulti-
plying numerator and denominator by 
'i (x - ~ ) 2 + (y - n) 2 + 1 x - ~ I 
and utilizing the approximation 
-V (x _ ~ ) 2 + (y _ n) 2 
"" 
-y (x _ ~ ) 2 + 8 2 (A- 5) 
Then Equation (A-4) reduces to 
c c 
k (x) 1 J g' ( ~ ) [1 + Ix - slJ d ~ +1. I g' ( ~ ) [1 + Y (x - ~} 2 + 8 2 J = "4 (x - ~ ) 4 (x _ ~ ) d ~ 
-c -c 
(A-6) 
But since 
[1 + Ix - ~IJ 2 for ~ ~ x (x - ~ ) 
0 for ~ 2. x, 
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Equation (A-6) becomes 
k (x) 1 1 2 g (x) +4" 
c I g I " ( ~ ) 
-c 
y (x - g,) 2 + 5 2 "J d~ 
(x - ~) 
which is the one-dimensional integral equation given by Lawrence. 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ATTACHED-FLOW 
LIFT PREDICTION 
A computer program was developed for calculating the aerodynamic lift 
distribtuion for low aspect ratio wing-body combinations, following the 
method of H. R. Lawrence as detailed in References 6 and 27. A brief descrip-
tion of this FORTRAN IV computer program along with directions for its use 
are presented here. 
The mathematical problem posed in the method of Lawrence is the solu-
tion of an integral equation of the following form: 
k (x) 1 () + 1 2" g x 4 
c J d~ g I (~) 
-c 
in which x is the chordwise variable, k(x) 
(B-1) 
and s(x) are known functions 
which can be expressed analytically in terms of the wing semispan and body 
radius, and g(x) is the unknown function related to the lift per unit 
chord. The method of solving this integral equation, recommended by Lawrence 
and followed in this program development was the method of collocation. This 
method involves expressing the solution as a truncated infinite series, sub-
stituting this series form into Equation (B-1) and performing the indicated 
operations. The series chosen by Lawrence was 
N-l 
g (x) ( 7r - e) (Ao + A
l
) + L (A
r
_
l 
- Ar+l) (Si~ r e) (B-2) 
r = l 
where e = cos- l x. Substituting Equation (B-2) into Equation (B-1) results 
in an equation relating the unknown series coefficients, A , to the independ-
r 
ent variable x. 
This equation is then satisfied for specified values of x, using as 
many chord stations as there are unknown series coefficients, resulting in 
a set of simultaneous (and in this case, linear) equations in terms of the 
unknown series coefficients, which may be solved readily by established 
numerical techniques. 
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The organization of the computer program reflects a division of the 
effort into three tasks. 
(l) Subroutine LOFT is concerned with the configuration of the wing. 
Specification of the wing and body shapes is input via LOFT. In addition, 
LOFT evaluates the functions k{x) and s{x) at the points called for by 
the collocation solution. 
(2) Subroutine SMLSLV is used for solving the set of simultaneous 
linear equations resulting in the collocation solution. 
(3) The main program controls the operation of the subroutines, sets 
up the simultaneous equations to be solved, and prints the answers. 
The input to the program consists of a deck of cards which specify the 
wing and body dimensions and slopes at several chord stations, followed by 
one card with two numbers: n, the number of terms in the truncated series 
approximation, and m, the number of steps used in evaluating the integral 
in the above equation over the chord of the wing. The method used in evalu-
ating this integral is the simple trapezoidal rule, as recommended by 
Lawrence and followed in this development. A more complicated and more 
accurate method (16-ordinate Gauss quadrature) was tried, but did not yield 
as satisfactory results as the trapezoidal rule with nearly the same interval 
size. (The nonuniform distribution of abscissae in the Gauss method was 
thought to be the cause of this anomalous behavior, as the collocation points 
were uniformly spaced.) 
The output from the program is labeled and consists of the following 
items: 
( 1) 
( 2) 
The input data are listed for reference. 
The coefficients, A , of the series solution are presented. 
r 
(3) The lift and moment coefficients, for unit angle of attack, are 
presented along with the corresponding center of pressure. 
(4) The distribution of the lift per unit chord (6CL/6x) is indicated 
by listing local values of this quantity at each of the points of collocation. 
The detailed input data format is as follows: 
First Card 
Seventy-nine columns of comments for the user to identify and label the 
job. These are printed at the head of the listing of the input data. 
--- -- ---
Second Card 
Col. 1 
Col. 2-15 
Col. 16-29 
Col. 30-43 
Col. 44-57 
Col. 58 - 71 
Blank 
±X · XXXXXXXE±YY, reference area of the wing, SR' ft 2 
±X · XXXXXXXE±YY, reference length for moments, £R' ft 
±X · XXXXXXXE±YY, chord station of point about which 
moments are computed, Cl' ft 
±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, forebody lift coefficient, CL- FB ' 
dimensionless 
±X · XXXXXXXE±YY, forebody moment coefficient, CM- FB ' 
dimensionless 
Third and Following Cards 
Col. 1 Blank 
Col. 2-15 ±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, chord station, x, in ft 
Col. 16 - 29 ±X· XXXXXXXE±YY, wing semispan, s, in ft 
Col. 30 - 43 ±x · XXXXXXXE± YY , slope of wing semispan, ds/dx, 
dimensionless 
Col. 44 - 5 7 ±X· XXXXXXXE± YY , body radius, a, in ft 
Col. 58- 71 ± X· XXXXXXXE±YY, slope of body radius, da/dx, 
dimensionless 
Next Card 
Indicat es that specification of wing-body configuration is terminated. 
A negative value of s 
this car d need only have 
is used to indicate this condition. 
- 1. i n columns 16, 17, and 18 . 
Thus, 
Last Card 
Col. 1 Blank 
Col. 2-5 KKKK, number of terms in series, n 
Col. 6 Blank 
Col. 7- 10 KKKK, number of steps in trapezoid integration 
scheme, m 
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The input decks for several jobs may be stacked. The order of the 
cards in the group of "third and following " is c ritical. They must be in 
order of increasing chord station, x. The input deck for this program is 
compatible with the input requirements of the program for separated flow lift , 
except for the last card. Als o , the separated flow lift program does not 
make use of the forebod y lift and moment values o f the second card . 
The time and output line requirements may b e estimated from the 
following approximations: 
TIME < 1.5x lO-4 mn minutes 
LINES < 2n + 30 
where 
n number of terms in series 
m number of steps in trapezoid rule 
Values of n = 12 and m = 23 . have been found to give adequate 
accuracy. (The quantity m should be about twice as big as n, but m and 
n should be incommensurable.) 
The input deck for a sample case is listed b elow. The output from this 
case is reproduced on the following page. The remaining pages of this 
appendix contain a listing in FORTRAN IV of the three programs used for 
computing attached-flow lift from the method of Lawrence. 
Input for sample case: 
5 5 T WI NG - BODY PLANFORM I SAf'AP LE CA S E 
4. 39 E+0 2 1. 9 11 E+O 1 3 . 928 F+ Ol 7. 'i8 E- 02 1. ll 5 E- Ol 
1 . 892 E+O 1 1. 63 E+OO 2 . 2719 E- Ol 1. 63 E- OO "- . 64 E- 0 2 
3 . 44 8 E+O 1 5 .17 E+OO 2 . 271 9 E- Ol 2 . 0 E- OO 9. 6 E- 03 
3 . 41.t B E+O 1 5 .17 E+OO A. 0086 E-01 2 . 0 E- OO 9. 6 E-03 
/.' .842 E+O 1 1. 36 l t E+O 1 6. 0086 E-Ol 1. 96 E.- OO- 2 . 22 E- 02 
It .8 L:2 £+01 1. 3A 4 E+O 1 0.0 E-O O 1. 96 E- 00 - 2 . 22 E.- 02 
5. 196 E+O 1 1. 364 E +() 1. 0. 0 F- OO 1. 87 E-00-3.6 E-02. 
0 . 0 E - 00 -1. 0 E-OO 
l? 23 
LIFT DISTRIBUTION FROM THE METHOD OF LAWRENCE 
INPUT DATA 
S S T WING-BODY PLANFORM SAMPLE CASE 
S R L R C 1 
O. 4390000 £" (J 3 0.1911000E 02 0.3928000E 02 
X S DS/OX 
O.1892000E 02 C.1630000E 01 0.2271900E-00 
O. ~4t48000E 02 0.5170000E 01 0.22. 71900E-OO 
O. H4t8000E 02 O.5170000E 01 0.6008600E 00 
0.4t842COOE 02 o .1364000E 02 0.6008600E 00 
0.4842000E 02 0.1364000E 02 O. 
O.5196000E 02 O. U6't000E 02 O. 
S S T WING-BOCY Pl4NFORM SAMPLE CASE 
NUMBER OF TERMS, N • 12 M ;: l3 
LIST OF A SUB R, ~·O,N-l 
C L FB 
0.758COOOE-Ol 
,. 
0.163COOOE 01 
0.20COOOOE 01 
0.2000COOE 01 
0.1960000E 01 
0.1960000£ 01 
0.1870000E 01 
C M FB 
0.111S000E-OO 
DA/OX 
O.4640000E-Ol 
0.960COooE-02 
O.9600000E-02 
-O.2220000E-01 
-0.2220000£-01 
-0.3600000E-Ol 
a.63a6876E-02 0.1540563£-00 O.8980986E-Ol -O.Z766669E-01 -0.3390085E-Ol 
-0.lS807?4£-01 0.1406449E-Ol -0.8400617E-02 O.1250172E-02 -O.4460072E-Ol 
0.1105976E-Ol -0.8550003E-02 
C L C M cap 
0.10909S3E 01 0.6287854£-01 0.387C534E 02 
N THETA(N) X(N) Del/OX 
0 o. 0.51Q6t: 02 -0. 
1 O.lS'OOE Ol O.5l40E 02 0.2256E-OO 
2. O.3000E 02 0.4975E OZ 0.7440E 00 
3 O.45COE 02 0.4712E 02 C.1483E Ol 
4 O.6000E 02 0.4370E 02 a.H82E 01 
5 O.7500E 02 0.3~72E 02 0.2018E 01 
6 O.9000E 02 O.3544E 02 O.1452E 01 
"1 O.t050E 0'3 c.ntH 02 a.;46'1E 00 
8 O.l200E O~ 0.2118E 02 0.4324E-OO 
9 O.1350E 03 0.2376£ 02 O.1448E-00 
10 O.1500E 03 0.2113E 02 O.2272E-OO 
11 O.1650E 03 O.1948E 02 -0.1657E-OO 
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C CORRECTED SLENfJER BOD Y TH F. ORY - HITEGRAL 1·1 ETHOD OF LAl'JRE NCE 
C FOR GENF.RAL WI NG - BOD Y COM BINATIONS 
C 
C 
400 
401 
402 
L,O 3 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
L,09 
C 
10 
40 
41 
C 
DIMENS I ON CFI20,20),RFI20),AI20),HRNI21) 
o U'i ENS IO N X G I 10 ) , C T H I 20 ) , \~ G I 20 ) , TAL K I 20 ) , X L I 99 ) 
COMMON X, BE TA,CL SBT ,C,SR, ELR,CE1,CLF B,C MFB, TALK , XL ,KI N,KO 
FORMATI48Hl LIFT DIS TRIRU TIO N FR OM THE METHOD OF LAWRENCEIII) 
FORI" AT I 1 X, 14, I 5, F 10 .5) 
FORMATI/21H NUMBER nF TE RM S, N =,1 3,6H M =,1 3/) 
FORMATI/29H LIST OF A SUB R, R=O , N-l/) 
FORMATIIX,5EI5.7) 
FORMAT(5X,I5,4(2X,Ell.4) l 
FORMAT(1146H N THETAI N) X( N) DCL /D X/) 
FORMAT(1138H C L C M COP/) 
FORMATIII12H I NPU T DA TAl) 
FORMATI 1X, A3 , 19A4) 
KI N=5 
KO=6 
TOPI=.63661977 
PI=3.1415927 
~i RITE ( K 0 , 400 ) 
W RITE I KO ,40 8 ) 
CALL LOFTIO) 
READ (KI N,401l NMAX , MG 
WRITE(KO,409) (TAL K(I),I=I,20l 
WRI TE (KO, 402 ) NMAX , MG 
NP =NMAX +l 
E [,'M AX =NM AX 
MG P = ~1G + 1 
E/"lG =['1G 
C LOOP ON THETA N 
DO 27 N=l,NI'-lAX 
EN=N-l 
C 
THN= EN*P I I ENI'lAX 
COSTH=COS IT HN ) 
X=C'~COSTH 
CALL LOFT (1) 
BE T ASQ=BET A~'BET A 
RF I N)=O. 5* TOPI *C LS BT 
DO 11 NR=I,NP 
11 HRN I NR )=O. 
C TRAPEZOID RlJLE FOR HRN 
DO 19 M=l , t'-lGP 
E/·l = r~ -1 
TAU=PI *EM / E/"i G 
COS T=COS ( TAl ) 
I\ RG =CO S T - CO S TH 
IF(ABS (A RG )-O. OO l/FMGl12,12,13 
12 GRAND=O . 
GO TO 14 
l 3 GRAND= I SOR T I ~RG *ARG + BE TASQ )- BETA)/ARG 
14 FAC TOR =2./ E:HG 
IF ( ["i -ll 16,lh ,1 5 
15 IF IM- MGP lI7,1 6 ,1 6 
16 FACTOR=l ./ EM(; 
17 1) 0 18 NR=l ,N P 
C 
EI\IR=I\IR-l 
COSRT=COS (ENR * TAU) 
18 HRN(NR)=HRN(NR)+COSRT*GRAND*FACTOR 
19 CONTINUE 
----- --
C FORM COEFFICIENT ARRAY FOR A SUB R 
HRN(I)=.5*HRN(I)+TOPI*THN~3. 
SIN TH=SI N (TH I\J ) 
c 
c 
C 
C 
DfJ 26 NR=2 , NP 
RN=NR-l 
IF(SINTH)21,21,22 
21 HRN(NR)=.5*HRN(NR)+TOPI/RN+BETA*RN 
GO TO 23 
22 SI NR TH=SI N (R N*T HN) 
HRN(NRI=.5*HRN(NR)+SINRTH*(TOPI/RN+BETA/SINTH) 
23 f'.1R =NR-2 
IF(MR-1)24,25,25 
24 MR =1 
25 IR= NR -l 
26 CF(N,IRI=HRN(NRI-HRN(MRI 
27 CON TINUE 
CALL SMLSLV(NMAX,CF,RF,A,[)ETt 
WR IT E (K 0 , 40 3 I 
W R I T E (K 0 , 40 4 ) (A ( N R ) , N R = 1 , N r"1 A X ) 
CL=4.*PI*(A(II+A(21) 
COP =C,~ ( 1. -. 5'~ ( A ( 1) - A ( 3 I ) I ( A ( 1 I + A ( 2) ) I + X L ( 1 I 
CM=CL*(CEl+XL(I)-C OP)/ELR+C MFB 
CL=CL+CLFB 
COP=CEl+XL(II-ELR *CM/CL 
WRIT E (K 0 , 40 7 I 
l-J RITE (K 0 , 40 4) C L , 01 , COP 
l'li RITE (KO, 40 6 ) 
DO 32 N=I,NMAX 
NM =N-l 
EN=I\IM 
THN=P I';' E N I ENMAX 
XBAR =COS (THN) 
DCLDX=.5*A(I)*SIN (TH N)/(I.+X BAR I 
DO 31 NR =2, NM AX 
ENR=NR-l 
31 DCL DX =DC LDX +A(NR)*SIN (ENR*THN) 
DCL DX =8 . ';'D C LOX 
XBAR=C*(I.+XBAR)+XL(I) 
T H (I! = 180 • ,;, EN lEN M A X 
32 WR IT E ( KO ,405) NM ,THN,XBA R, DCL DX 
GO TO 10 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LOFTIM) 
C 
DIMENSION XW(99),RC2S),DRI2S),RAI2S),DRAI2S),TALKI20) 
COMMON X,BETA,CLSBT,C,SR,~LR,CE1,CLFB,CMFB,TALK,XW,KIN,KO 
C 
410 FORMATI20A4) 
411 FORMATIIX,SEI6.7) 
412 FORMATIIX,5EI4.7,3I3) 
413 FORMATI/77H S R L R 
1 L FB C M FBI) 
414 FORMATI/76H X S 
1 A DA/DX/) 
IFIM)l,ll,l 
C 
C SEARCH 
C 
1 XN=X+XWIl)+C 
DO 2 I=2,I 1-1 AX 
IFIXN-XWII))3,3,2 
2 CON TINUE 
C OUT OF RANGE 
A=RAIIMAX) 
S=RIIMAX) 
GO TO 4 
( 
C HERMITE INTERPOLATION 
C 
3 1"'1=1-1 
DX=XWII )-X\~ IIM) 
XA=IXN-XWI1M))/D X 
XB= I Xf\J-XW I I ) ) lOX 
HA=11.+XA+XA)*XB*XB 
HR=11.-XB-XB)*XA*XA 
HC=DX*XB'~XA*XB 
HD=DX*XA*XA*XB 
S=HA*RIIM)+HB*RI1)+HC * DRII M)+HD*DRII) 
A=HA * RAIIM)+HB*RAII )+HC*DRAIIM)+HD*DRAII) 
4 R A T=A~'AI I S ~' S) 
BE TA=IS-A)/C 
CLSBT=6.2831854*S *S*ll.-RAT)*ll.-RAT)/SR 
RETURN 
C I NPUT WING-BODY CONFIGlJRATIOf\J 
11 RE AD I KIN, 410) I TAL K I I ) ,I = 1 , 20 ) 
\-J RITE I KO , 410) IT A L K I I ) , 1= 1 , 20 ) 
READ IKIN,412) SR,ELR,CE1,CLFB,CMFB 
HRITEIKO,413) 
WR ITE IKO,411) SR,ELR,CEl,ClFB,CMFB 
WR ITE IKO,414) 
Dn 12 1=1,25 
RE ADIKIN,412)X WII),RII),DRII),RAII),DRAI1) 
I F IR(1))13,12,1 2 
17 WRITEIKO,411) XH I1),RII),DRII),RAII),DRAI1) 
13 I MAX =I-l 
C = • S '~ I XW I I M A X ) - X 1--1 Ill) 
CE l=CEI-XI--III) 
RF TURN 
END 
C 1 
DS/DX 
C 
SUBROUTINE SMLSLV(N,A,C,X,DET) 
o I ~1 ENS ION A ( 20 , 20 ) , A l ( 20 , 20 ) , C ( 20 ) , C l ( 20) , X ( 20 ) ,t4 ( 20 ) 
DET :: O. 
DO 2 I=I,N 
el(I) = C(I) 
DO 1 J=l, N 
1 Al(I,J) = A(I,J) 
2 CONTINUE 
IR = 0 
PR O = 1-
Al T = 1. 
on 15 J=l, N 
ALTA = -AlT 
BI G = O. 
on p, I==l, N 
I RHO = 1 
IF (IR) 21, 5, 3 
6 IRHO = IRHO + 1 
3 IF (l -M ( I RHO) ) 4, 8, 4 
4 IF(IR-IRHO) 21, 5,6 
5 ALTA = -ALTA 
V = ABS (AL<I,J» 
IF (V-BIG) 8 , 8, 7 
7 BIG == V 
AlT = ALTA 
M(IR+ll = I 
8 CO NTINUE 
IF ( BI G ) 21, 21, 9 
9 I = ~1(IR+l) 
PRO == PRO * Al(I,J) 
Cl(I) = Cl(I)1 Al(I,J) 
IF (J-N ) 10, 16, 21 
10 l = J+ 1 
DO 11 K= l, "I 
11 AL(I, K) = AUI,K)I AUI,J) 
I R = I R + 1 
on 14 IU= l,N 
DO 12 IRHO = l,IR 
IF (IU-M(IRHO) ) 12, 14, 1 2 
1 2 CONTI NUE 
DO 13 K= L, N 
13 Al(IU,K) = Al(IU,K) - Al(IlJ,J)*Al(I,K) 
CL( l U ) == CL< Ill) - AU IlJ, J)'~CU I) 
1'1 CO NT I NUE 
15 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 1 
1h OE T == AlT * PRO 
I = ~1 ( N ) 
X ( 1'1 ) = C l ( I ) 
1 7 I F ( J - 1) 20, 2 1, 1 8 
1 1' l J 
,) = J-l 
I = M(J) 
X (J) = CL<I) 
no 19 K = l, 1'1 
1 9 X (']) = X (J) - Al(I,K)*X(K, ) 
GO TO 17 
20 DE T = O. 
21 RE TURN 
FI\! D 
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APPENDIX C 
LATERAL VELOCITY AT THE EDGE OF THE WING 
The local velocity at the wing edge is found directly from the velocity 
potential by using the expression 
v - iW[ p= S = dW[ = dW! 
<, d ~ ~ =s d ~ o=r 
o 
Differentiation of Equation (D-~) of Appendix D yields 
and 
n 
dW 
d ~ 
B dW~ d o 
~ + d o d ~ 
(C-l) 
(C-2) 
~= '~~-iva ~+ dW~ i L 1 . + 1 1 :~2) (C-3) d o 2 71" l. o. 2 o + i=~ l. r o . 0 l. o + o -
° i o . 
l. 
where 
W~ W - B .en ~ 
Also, differentiation of the transformation Equation (20) yields, after 
simpli fication 
d o 
d ~ 
Therefore, using the Kutta condition of Equation (24), we find from the 
above expressions that 
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(C-4) 
l 
v - iw 
_-=1 __ + 
° -
2 
r 
o 
0 . 
1 
2 
r 
1 + o 
2 
__ --,o=---_ + 
0 . -
1 
r 
o 
0 . 
1 
2 
1 + 
0 . -
1 
~_::2) 
0 . 
1 
1 
° + 
2 
ro 
0 . 
1 
1 
° + 0 . 1 
(C-S) 
For points lying on the surface of the wing-body combination (i.e., on 
the transformed circle), we have 
° = r e o 
i B (C-6) 
Substitution of this expression into Equation (C-S) yields, after algebraic 
manipulation, 
v - iw 
where 
B 
~ 
i 
2 1T 
A 
C 
2 
r 
0 
0 . 
1 0. 
1 
+ 0 . -1 
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0 
0 . 
1 
2 
roe
i B 
e
2i B
_y D + 
+ ez i B G 2 i B-0 E 
2 i B 
e 
(C-7) 
1 { 
D 
E 
o. + O. 
l l 
2 
r 
o 
O. 
l 
-C 
Since Equation (C-7) reduces to the form zero over z ero at e = 0, we 
appl y L'Hospital's rule b y differentiating the numerator and denominator 
in the braces with respect t o e and evaluate the resulting fraction at 
e = 0. Noting that ~ = s at e = 0, we find that the resulting expressim 
for the complex velocity at the wing edge~ after simplification, is 
lim (v - iw) 
e-+o 
V a da 
s dx 
+ is r: _ 
2 7T ~ ~ 2 0 . l 
(C-8) 
Since the expression in the brackets is the difference between a complex 
number and its conjugate, this quantity must be purely imaginary. Therefore, 
the right side of Equation (C-8) is real, and we conclude that w is iden-
tically zero at the wing leading edge. This must in fact be the case, since 
the Kutta condition is satisfied and the flow leaves the wing tangentially . 
It is further noted that vortices l ying in the plane of the wing (i.e., 
on the real axis) do not contribute to v. sinc e for such vortices o· = 0. 
l l l 
and the expression in the brackets vanishes identically . Hence, vi can 
be calculated at each chordwise station without regard to the new flat sheet 
being shed there. The upper limit on the summation can therefore be re-
placed b y n - l, as in Equation (34). 
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APPENDIX D 
TRANSVERSE VELOCITIES OF THE SHED VORTICES 
The complex potential for a system of n vortex pairs and their images 
in the circle plane with a free stream of magnitude Va upward at infinity 
is given by (see Ref. 26) 
w ( a) 
- a . 
~ 
i Va 
n 
i\ 
2rr L r i .en 
i =l 
2 -
r / a . o ~ 
a plane 
(D-l) 
and the complex velocity (in the physical C plane) of the kth vortex can 
be written in the form (see Ref. 34) 
(D-2) 
Therefore, we must carry out the indicated differentiations and separate out 
that part of the first term which removes the singularity of the second term. 
\ 
'/ 
1 
,-
Differentiation of Equation (D-l) with respect t o 0 y ields (omitting 
the first term for convenience) 
where w1 
- iVa «::) -irk 1 2-rr 2 r 
Ok + ~ Ok 
i 
2 -rr 
i r k 
2-rr 
1 
o - Ok 
(D-3) 
0 = Ok 
w - B £n ~ . Now we have from the Kutta c ondition of Equation (24) 
iVa i 2 -rr 2 + (D-4) 
Hence, substitution of these expressions into Equation (D- 2) yields 
B 
~k 
+ 
+ 
I r . 1 n~
i = l 1. Ok + 
° i r~ -2 O. 
1. 
+ 
O. 
1. 
° -k 
r k 
2 
r 
Ok + ~ Ok 
1 ~- (+ roD rri G 2 O. 1. 2 
r Ok' O. - r ~ 1. = 1 1. 0 
O· 1. 
r k o~oJ + i r k 1 (D-S) ° - Ok 2 -rr ~ - ~k ~=~ k 
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The sum of the last two terms can be written as 
-ir k 1 d o 
+ 
irk 1 
2rr ° - ok d ~ 2rr ~ - ~ k ~=(k o=ok 
i r k [, d o ] irk [ (0 - Ok) - (, 'k) ~~ ] 1 d i: (D-6) 2rr 
- ( k (i -
ok (=(k 
2rr (5 - ( k) 0 Ok ) ~=~k 
and we note that this quantity is of the form zero over zero . By applying 
L'Hospital's rule twice, we find that the limit as ~ approaches ( k is 
given by 
(D-7) 
substitution of this form into Equation (D-5) therefore yields for the com-
plex velocity of the kth vortex 
v -k 
+ 
Ok 
r k 
r 
+ 
0 
Ok 
n 
irk Gi~~j(~, (D-8) 2 4rr 
k 
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and we recall that B va(da/dx} The first and second derivatives appear-
ing in this expression are obtained by differentiating the transformation 
Equation (20). Thus, 
and 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 _ a 
~ 2 
k 
(D-9) 
D-10) 
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APPENDIX E 
-l 
DESCRIPTION OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 
SEPARATED-FLOW LIFT PREDICTION 
As an implementation of the analysis presented in the sections on 
Theoretical Analysis and Determination of the Shedding Rate, a computer pro-
gram was developed to calculate the aerodynamic lift distirbution due to 
separated flow by following the positions of multiple discrete vortices in-
troduced at uniformly spaced chord stations along the leading edge of a wing. 
A description and listing of this FORTRAN IV program are presented here. 
Also, directions for the use of the program are furnished along with two 
sample cases. 
As seen from the analysis of the aforementioned section, the essential 
mathematical problem to be treated is to solve a set of simultaneous first-
order differential equations - the equations of motion of the discrete vor-
tices. Since the treatment of the vortices was conveniently accomplished 
with the notation of complex numbers, it was convenient to use the complex 
arithmetic feature of FORTRAN IV in developing the computer program. 
The program is organized in four parts, the main program and three sub-
routines. The main program functions to control the subroutines, numerically 
integrate the differential equations of motion and to output the results of 
the calculation. The numerical integration scheme adopted for this program 
is the Gill variation of the Runge-Kutta method, which is convenient for com-
puter usage, although less efficient than predictor-corrector techniques of 
the same order. 
The subroutine BODY is used for the input of the wing-body configuration 
by specifying values of wing semispan and body radius along with their chord-
wise derivatives at selected chord stations. In addition, it is used to 
interpolate for values of these quantities as they are required in solving 
the equations of motion. 
Subroutine DERIV is used to calculate the derivatives of the vortex 
positions, that is, the vortex lateral and vertical velocity components, 
which are then numerically integrated in the main program to trace the path 
of each vortex as it spirals rearward over the wing. This subroutine is 
also used to calculate the elements of the lift distribution. 
.J 
I 
Two versions of subroutine VORTX are provided. The function of both 
is the same - to calculate the initial strength and position of each new 
vortex as it is being introduced. In one version , the theoretical method 
for introducing each new vortex, described in the section on Theoretical 
Method, is programed. In the other version, a semi-empirical approach was 
used. A table of vorticity, y , as a function of two variables, angle of 
attack, a , and wing leading-edge slope, ds/dx, was obtained from available 
experimental results for delta wings from aspect ratio 0.5 to 2.0, and an 
angle of attack range from 5 to 20°. This second version of VORTX obtains 
the value of y as it is required by two-dimensional interpolation from 
local values of a and ds/dx. The strength r of the discrete vortex is 
then determined, and the position is solved for so as t o locally satisfy 
the Kutta condition. Hollerith statements within each program, which serve 
to distinguish the two versions, are printed in the heading before the 
answers are printed on each output listing. The user selects whichever of 
the two methods he desires to employ b y combining the appropriate subroutine 
deck in the program deck that he submits for each series of calculations. 
The input to the program consists of a deck of cards which specify 
the wing and body dimensions and slopes at selected chord stations, followed 
by a series of cards with two numbers: n, the number of vortices to be used, 
and a , the angle of attack to be considered. 
The output from the program is labeled, and consists of the following 
quantities: 
(1) The input data are listed for reference. 
(2) A Hollerith statement is printed to identify which version of sub-
routine VORTX is being used. 
(3) The chordwise lift distribution is given by listing the cumulative 
values of CL and CM for each of the chord stations where a new vortex 
was introduced. 
(4) The positions and strengths of the discrete vortex elements are 
listed for the last chord station considered. 
The detailed input-data format is as follows: 
First Card 
Seventy-nine columns of comments for the user to lable and identify bhe 
job. These are printed at the head of the listing of the input data, 
and again in the heading for the output answers for each case. 
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Second Card 
Col. 1 
Col. 2 -15 
Col. 16-29 
Col. 30-43 
Third and Following Cards 
Col. 1 
Col. 2-15 
Col. 16-29 
Col. 30-43 
Col. 44-57 
Col. 58-71 
Next Card 
Blank 
±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, reference area of the wing, SR' ft 2 
±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, reference length for moments, 
£R' ft 
±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, chord station of point about which 
moments are computed, c
1
' ft 
Blank 
±X· XXXXXXXE±YY, chord station, x, ft 
± X· XXXXXXXE± YY , wing semispan, s, ft 
±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, slope of wing semispan, ds/dx, 
dimensionless 
± X· XXXXXXXE± YY , body radius , a, ft 
± X· XXXXXXXE± YY , slope of body radius, da/ dx, 
dimensionless 
Indicates that specification of wing-body configuration is terminated . 
A negative value of S is used to indicate this condition. Thus, 
this card need only heave-l. in columns 16,17, and 18. 
Last Few Cards 
Col. 1 Blank 
Col. 2-5 KKKK, the number of vortices, n 
Col. 6-19 ±X·XXXXXXXE±YY, angle of attack, u , in degrees 
The number of these "last few" is the number of cases desired f or the 
specified wing- body combinations . The input decks for several jobs (.each 
job for o ne wing-bod y with any number of cases) may be stacked if a blank 
card is ins e rted after tha last card of each job . (The program senses zero 
angle of attack in the blank card as an indication t o return to the input 
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of a new wing-body configurati on. ) As in the program for attached-flow lift, 
the order of the cards in the group "third and following" must be in order 
of increasing values of chord station, x. The input deck for this program 
is compatible with the input requirements of the program for attached-flow 
lift, except for the " last few cards. II Also, this program d oes not make 
use of the forebody lift and moment values which may be additionally speci-
fied on the second card for the attached-flow program. 
The time and output lin e requirements for each case may be estimated 
from the f o llowing approximate formulae: 
minutes 
LINES ~ 2n + 100 
Values of n = 24 for the semi-empirical method (gamma by table lookup) 
and n = 48 for the theoretical have been used satisfactorily, although f or 
small angles of attack (10 0 ), larger values are desirable in the theoretical 
method. 
The input deck for both sample cases (same for both) is listed below. 
The output from each of these sample cases is reproduced on the following 
pages. The last pages of this appendix present the listing, in FORTRAN IV, 
of the five parts of the program, including the two versions of subroutine 
VORTX. 
Input for the sample cases. 
s S T 1-/ l NG - BOD Y PL ANFORM I SA MP L E CASE 
4 . 39 E+O 2 1. 9 11 E +0 1 3 . 928 E+Ol 7. 58 E- 02 1. 115 E- f) 1 
1. 8 92 E+O 1 1. 6 3 E+OO 1 . 27 19 E-01 1. 63 E- OO 4 . 6 /t E-0 2 
' . 44A E+O 1 5 .17 E+OO 2 . 2 719 E-Ol 2 . 0 E- OO g . 6 E- f) 3 
3 . 4 /i 8 E+O 1 5. 17 E+OO 6. 008 6 E-01 2 . 0 E.- OO '< . n E- f) 3 
4 . 84 2 E+O 1 1. 36 4 E+O 1 6 . 008 6 E-01 1. 96 E- nO - 2 . 22 E-02 
4 . £l 4 2 E+O 1 1. 364 E+O 1 n .O E-O O 1. 9 6 E- OO - 2 . 22 E- ()2. 
5 .1.96 E+O 1 1. 3n Lt E+O 1 0 . 0 E.-O O 1. 8 7 E.- OO - 3 . n [ - 0 2 
0.0 E-OO -1. 0 E- OO 
74 J . 5 E+O 1 
61 
J 
MULTIPLE VOR TEX MODEL 
INPUT DATA 
SS T WING-BODY PlANfORM SAMPLE CASE 
S R" L R C 1 
0.4390000E 03 0.1911000E 02 0.3928000E 0 2 
X S OS/OX A 
o .1892 000E 02 0.1630000E 01 0.2271900E 00 0.1 630000E 
0.3448000E 02 0. 5 170000E 01 0.2271900E 00 0.2000000E 
0.3448 00 0E 02 0.5170000E 01 0.6008600E 00 0.2000000E 
0.4842000E 02 0.1364000E 02 0.600860 0E 00 0.196000 0 E 
0.4842000E 02 0.1364000E 02 0.()0000OOE-38 0 .t960000E 
0.51 96000E 0 2 0.1364000E 02 0.000OOOOE-38 0.1870000E 
MULTIPLE VORTEX MOOEL 
SST WING-80DY PLANfORM SAMPLE CASE 
24 VOR TICES. ALPHA = 0.1500000E 02 
NEW VORTEX INTRODUCED USING THEORETICAL METHOD 
lifT DISTRI8UTION 
X C L C M 
O.20297E 02 0.14090E-02 O.15012E-02 
O.21673E 02 O.24426E-02 0.24445E-02 
0.23050E 02 0.33137E-02 0.33057E-02 
0.24427E 02 0.43581E-02 0.40629E-02 
0 . 25803E 02 0.59191E-02 0.53809E-02 
0.27180E 02 0.80143E-02 0.66157E-02 
0 .28557E 02 0.10792E-0 1 0.85667E-02 
0.29933E 02 0.14t90E-01 O.10051E- Ol 
0 .313 10E 02 0.18586E-Ol 0 .12542E-Ol 
0.32687E 02 0.24159E-Ol 0.14153E-01 
0 .34063E 02 O. 309l9E-0 1 0.17068E-Ol 
0 .35440E 02 Q.34275E-Ol 0.17078E-01 
0 .36817 E 02 O.35996E-01 O.1 8247E-01 
0.38193E 02 O.39301E-Ot 0.17650E-Ol 
0 .39570E 02 0.44138E-Ol 0.18869E-Ol 
0.40947E 02 0.50090E-Ol 0.17433E-01 
0 .42323E 02 0.57128E-Ol 0.18022E-01 
0.43700E 02 O.64995E-01 0.15019E-01 
o .45077E 02 0.73829E-Ol 0.14537E-01 
O.46453E 02 0.83767E-Ol 0.92724E-02 
0 .47830E 02 0.95033E-Ol 0.70546E-02 
0.49207E 02 0.1l793E 00 -0.65735E-02 
0 .505 83E 02 O.15971E 00 -0.25441E-Ol 
0 . 51960E 02 0.20701E 00 -0.59526E-Ol 
VORTEX PROPERTIES AT X = 0 . 5 1960E 02 
Y'I) ZI I) GAMMA II) 
1 0.79909E 01 0.12858E 01 0.38169E 00 
2 0. 10076E 02 0.17860E 01 O.30810E 00 
3 0.83022E 01 0.58510E 00 0.29068E 00 
4 0.93897E 01 0.10543E 01 0.30124E 00 
5 0.72155E 01 0.92249E 00 0.31503E 00 
6 0 .96335E 01 0 . 74455E 00 O.33854E 00 
7 " 0.84419E 01 0.1l556E 01 0.36505E 00 
8 0.89498E 01 0.15299E 01 0.39344E 00 
9 0.9b912E 01 0.14919E 01 0.42317E 00 
10 0.10115E 02 0.10679E 01 0.45344E 00 
11 0.106bOE 02 0.57806E 00 0.47679E 00 
12 0.10200E 02 0.25951E 00 0.54042E 00 
13 0.86 538E 01 0.34574E 00 0 . 5465lE 00 
14 0.72099E 01 0.41205E 00 0.54288E 00 
15 0.65173E Ot 0.96924E 00 0.55468E 00 
16 0.70872E 01 0.17140 E 01 0.57225E 00 
17 0 .8l812E 01 0.20962E 01 0.59414E 00 
18 0.94599E 01 O.22711E 01 0.61955E 00 
19 o .10788E 02 0.21270E 01 0.64729E 00 
20 O.l1 784E 02 0.18400E 01 0.67770E 00 
21 0 .12540E 02 0.18340E 01 O.71046E 00 
22 0.l3291E 02 0.18251E 01 0.76628E 00 
23 O".l3810E 02 0.96180E 00 0.81039E 00 
24 0.13745E 02 0.00000E- 38 0.79016E 00 
0 O.10142 E 02 0.12331E 01 O.l2420 E 02 
x = 0.51960E 02 CL = 0.20701E 00 CM =-0.59526E-Ol 
Figure 2 . - Sample case with correction t o 
VORTX(M) (appearing on page 62.) 
l 
OAlOX 
01 0.4640000E -Ol 
01 0.9600000E- 02 
01 0.9600000E-0 2 
01 -0 . 2220000E-0 1 
01 -0.2220000E-Ol 
01 - 0.3600000E-Ol 
COP = 0.44775E 02 
--------- ._-- -
"ULTIPLE VORTEX ~ODEL 
INPUT CU. 
SST WING-BOCY PLANFOI\M SAMPLE CASE 
S R L R C 1 
0.~390000i O~ 0.1911000 E 02 0.3928000E 02 
-
. __ ._- -
X S DS/OX ~ GAlOX 
0.1892COOI: 02 0.163000CE 01 0.2271900E-00 0.163COOOE 01 0.46100000E-01 
O. H~8COOt 02 C.5110000 [ 01 0.2211900E-00 O.200COOOE 01 0.9600000E-<2£ __ _ _____ __ _ 
0.344aOOOL 02 0.511 0COCE 01 0.6C0860CE 00 0.200CCOOE 01 0.9600000E-02 
0.~842000 " 02 O. U6400Ct 02 0.600860CE 00 0.196CCOOE 01 -0.2220000E-Ol 
O,4842CCOE C2 Col364000 E 02 O. 0.1960000E 01 -0.2220000[-01 
0.519bCOOi: 02 0.1~6400C" 02 O. O,181CCOOE 01 -0.3600000E-Ol 
_______ !:.~U"-L"-TL!..!I P'-'L'-'E~JV"'O"'R"-I_"'E"X_'''''_'D'''C'''E'''L~ _ _ ____ _ ____________ _____ _ ___ . _ 
____ ....;SL.iSL..lI~ • .J.IJl.""_G-=BOWC"_YL..tp:.ll ... AUlNLtF...,Ol!.Brc.r-'--_ _ --'S"Au:I':I:P"-l.<;E-"-CaA ... SE"-_________ _ _ _________ ____ •• ___ • • 
24 VORTICES •• LP~A - O.1500000E 02 
NEW VORTEX INIRCOUCEC USING TA8LE Lc ok-up 
LIFT CISTRI RUTICN 
0.20~91=-E-C""7."". - - 0 . 3~6~-9E:'-oT- - - O:~%o"'~""4-=E--70"'2---
u.21t13E 02 0.61245E-02 C.61086E-02 
. ____ . _ _ 0::-'-'. 2~3:,-,\;:,:5;-:0;-;E:--'.;C~2:--_~0.!... q-:-3~2~2~C~E:--~0.L _ _ 0"-• .!..9,-,2,-,6,-,3,-,3,-"E~--,,0,,,2 ___________ _ _ 
O.24427E C2 0.11587(-01 0.10854E-Ol 
0.25&03E 02 0.14128E-01 0.13107E-0' 
0.21l80E CZ .....s.....ill.2E-:.Ql~"'8"'6 ... 1~t_-"-0 ... 1 _____ _ 
0.~b~51E CZ 0.20910(-01 0.i1554E-01 
0.2q9~3E 02 0.Z5Z~1E-Cl 0.19283E-01 
___ . __ _ _,u"-.~3~1~; .... 1~0~E:-,,C~2 __ 0><J..,' 3,!,0,-;5,-,b~)~Ec'--,,0,",' __ :,-OL' ,~-2~4:-,8~4~E:---"0,,,j, _________ _ 
G.3Z 661E 02 0.36C76E-0; 0.23185E-Ol 
O .34~63E 02 0.421Z2f-~1 0.<6737E-Ci 
C.35~~OE C2 ~_9~ ; 9~-01 Q.<7489E-Ol 
0.36617£ C2 C.~2~a:E-Ol 0.Z9215E-Ol 
C.38!93E 02 0.57568E-Ol 0.28356E-Ol 
0.39C70E 02 Q.644 . 4E-Ol 0.~0130E-Ol 
O.40947E C2 0 .724 <2t-Ol 0.28079E-Ol 
C.42"23E CZ O.81t7?E-01 0.29011E-Ol 
0.~31COE C2 0.915 67E-0[ 0.24995E-Ol 
C .4~~77E CZ C.I0Z19[-CO 0.24741E-Ol 
O.46~~3E 02 0.)1309 " -00 0.18246E-Ol 
C.478'OE C2 C.Pt"E-OO 0.)6310E-01 
O.49LC7E C2 0.1441'E-00 0.40541E-C2 
0.50~83E C2 0.11165E-00 -0.644C9E-02 
o.519tOE C2 0.19674E-CO -0.26613£-0 1 
- - - - .- ----- . 
VC RTE. PRCP ERIIES AT X = 0 . 519tOE 0< 
. .. _ .. __ -1- YIII _.l.u...L--::-: _ _ ,!-G ... A~~M~A:,:(~I~)~:-:-___________ _ 
1 0.11211E C2 0.18397~ 01 0.56175E 00 
2 0 .92tZ7E Cl 0.19414E 01 0.~Oce5E 00 
.. 3 _ .-9 .e8 ,,5 4E Cl 0.17~.ll.._Q..L _-,Q~ • ...,4,-,!6~B~4CJ.l~(-=--,!:0-,!:0 __________________ . ____ _ ___ __ _ 
4 U.10u:3E 02 0.ZG118E 01 C.44016E-00 
5 C.!l c t8E C2 C.58980E-01 0.41865E-00 
6 0.10S56E C2 0.42404"-CO 0.40178E-CQ 
1 0.85303E 01 C.1 2167E 01 0.~88 Z6E-00 
8 c.i8tl9E 01 0 . 96271E CO 0 . 37 722 E-C O 
9 C .73L4 ~~ Cl 0.6c164E CO C .~6 e0 7E-OC 
10 O.10(15E CZ 0.15C361: 0 1 0 . 36039 E-00 
11 O .II!~2E 02 0.75462E CO 0.35388E-00 
.11 __ 0 .91084E 01 C.I0 239E 0 1 0.74124E 00 
13 0.104!0( C2 0.10e33E ~l 0 .736e4E co 
,4 0.94589E Cl 0.44~e2E-OO 0.72974E 00 
__ .~_. O.8V63E Cl 0 • .s34PE 00 C. 124'8E 00 
~6 0.75t31E Cl C.140eZo Cl 0.71geaE 00 
17 0.80747E C1 0.~2C b 4E 01 0.71568E OC 
18 Q.'l~£._C.l _ ... 9 .2.Q5.9'\1: .01.. _ O .. J_I.l'tfLE_..lUL _____ __ . _ 
19 0.10795E 02 0.262i~E C' 0.70699E 00 
20 0.12C06E C2 0.i39 51E 01 a.70211E 00 
_ ___ n .... O.12b49E C2 0.Z4 7:HE .!U_. 0.69~6:-!7~2~E~070------
22 0 .13C07E C2 0.32563E 0 1 0.99074E-Ol 
23 O.13 ; 08E 02 G. 25219E 01 0.98969E-Ol 
_ ~4 G. '-ll.iJ,L~_O~ ._ Q...9"-,8,,-,8!L3,-,4!..!iE;.:-,,,0lJ.l~ _ __ _ _ 
o C.! 5 225 " 01 0 .121DE 02 
- - -- --- - -- ------------------ ------
L_ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
406 
407 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
-~-.~ --
MULTIPLE VORTEX MODEL SEPARATED LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
COMPLEX ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,DDSG,DSGX,Q,C,VW 
DIM ENS I ON ZT A (99) , DZT ( 99 ) , SGM ( 99) , DSG ( 99) ,DDSG ( 99 ) ,OS GX ( 99 ) ,C ( 10) , 
1Q ( 99 ) ,GAM (99) ,X EP S ( 10 ) , E P S ( 10 ) , TALK ( 20) 
DIMENSION AA(4),BB(4),CC(4) 
COMMON ICOM11 ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,DDSG,DSGX,Q;C 
COMMON ICOM21 TALK, 
1A,S,DA,DS,RZ,DRZ,SR,ELR,CE,GAM,JMAX,X,AOS,ASQ,RZSQ,DXEPS,CL,TOL, 
2CAL,SAL,TALF,IEMAX,IEPS,WOVIN,XEPS,EPS,DXIN,XBODy,KIN,KO,XINIT,DD 
FORMAT(33H1 MULTIPLE VORTEX MODELIIIl 
FORMAT ( 1X) 
FORMAT(1X,5E14.7) 
FORMAT(1X,I4,2E14.7) 
FORMAT ( 115H INPUT DATA) 
FORMAT(lX,I4,19H VORTICES, ALPHA =,E14.7) 
FORMATIII15X,17HLIFT DISTRIBUTION) 
FORMATIIX,I4,513X,E12.5» 
FORMAT(45H X C L C M) 
FORMATI5X,5(3X,EI2.5» 
FORMAT(I 8X,24HVORTEX PROPERTIES AT X =,EI2.5) 
FORMAT(47H I Y ( I ) Z ( I ) GAMMA( I» 
FORMAT( 20A4) 
416 FORMAT(II/7H X =,EI2.5,5 X,4HCL =,E12.5,4X,4HCM =,E12.5,4X,5HCOP 
1 =,E12.5) 
CII0)=CMPlXIO.,0.) 
NOUT=l 
AA(1)=.5 
AA(2)=.29289322 
AA(3)=1.7071068 
AA(4)=.16666667 
BB(1)=2. 
BB(2)=I. 
BB(3)=I. 
8B(4)=2. 
CC(1)=.5 
CC(2)=AAI2) 
CC(3)=AAI3) 
CC(4)=.5 
TOPI=6.2831853 
KIN=5 
KO=6 
C INPUT 
C 
101 WRITEIKO,400) 
W RITE I KO ,404) 
CALL BODY (0) 
10 2 READIKIN,403) NVORT,ALFA 
I F I AL FA) 10 1, 10 1, 10 3 
103 WRITEIKO,400) 
v.J RITE I KO, 415 ) I TAL K I I ) , 1= 1 , 20 ) 
l..J RITE I KO, 401 ) 
~R ITEIKO,406) NVORT,AlFA 
h'R IT E ( KO, 40 1 ) 
C SET UP 
J NAX=1 
64 
1 
1 
C 
C 
IEMAX=4 
TOL = .001 
DZT(l)=CMPLX(O.,O.) 
SAL=TOPI*SINIALFA/57.29578) 
CAL=TOPI*COS(ALFA/57.29578) 
TALF=SALICAL 
ZT A ( 1) = CM P L X (0 • ,0. ) 
LA ST=O 
EN=NOUT 
ENVOR=NVORT 
XSV =(XBODY-XINIT)/ENVOR 
DD=XSV 
XS=XSV/3. 
DXIN=XSV/EN 
X=X HI IT +X SV 
DCM=O. 
SIG=-l. 
CALL BODY (1) 
00 5 J=I,99 
5 QIJ)=CMPLX(O.,O.) 
6 CALL VORTX(O) 
~J RITE ( KO , 40 7 ) 
l'J RITE I KG, 411 ) 
GO TO 33 
11 DELX=DXIN 
C INTEGRATION LOOP 
C 
21 00 28 KI=l,NOUT 
23 DO 27 KRK=I,4 
GO TO (24,25,24,25),KRK 
24 X=X +.5 ':'D ELX 
CALL BODY(l) 
25 DO 26 J=2,JMAX 
VW=AA(KRK)*(DZT(J)-BB(KRK)*Q(J)) 
ZTA(J)=ZTA(J)+DELX*VW 
26 Q(J)=QIJ)+3.*VW-CC(KRK)*DZT(J) 
27 CALL DERIV 
28 CONTI NUE 
C CHECK LOOP TERMINAL 
C 
32 CALL VORTX(l) 
33 SIG=-SIG 
DCM=DCM+(3.+SIG)*XS*CL 
CM=(DCM-(X-CE+XS)*CL)/ELR 
WRITE(KO,412) X,CL,CM 
IF(X- XBODY +T OL*DXIN) 55,57,57 
55 IF(X+DXIN*(EN-TOL)-XBOnY) 11,11,56 
56 nELX=(XBODY-X)/(EN-TOL) 
GO TO 21 
57 WRI TE(KO,41 3 ) X 
Id RITE ( KO , 414) 
GAM ( 1) =0 • 
ZT A( 1) =CMPL X (0 .,0.) 
on 34 J=2,J HIIX 
GAl'l ( 1) =GAM ( 1) +GM1 ( J) 
ZT II ( 1) =Z Til ( 1) +Z TA ( J) ':'GAM ( J) 
Jlv\ =J-l 
34 WR ITE(KO,410) JM,ZTA(J),GAM(JI 
I 
L _ _ 
ZT A ( 1) =ZTA( 1) I GAI'1( 1) 
WRIT E ( K(l , 40 1 ) 
WRlTEI I<.O ,410 1LA ST,ZTA! 11 ,GAM! 1) 
cnp =C E - CI'i';' E L R IC L 
W R IT E ( Kn ,41~) X ,CL,CM,COP 
GO TO 10 2 
EN D 
66 
1--
SUBROUTINE BODY(M) 
C 
COMPLEX ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,DOSG,DSGX,Q,C,VW 
DIMENSION ZTA(99),OZT(99),SGM(99),OSG(99) ,OOSG(99),OSGX(99),C(10), 
1 Q ( 99 ) ,G AM ( 99 ) , X E P S ( 10 ) , E P S ( 10 ) , TAL K ( 20 ) 
DIMENSION XW(2S),R(2S),DR(2S),RA(2S),DRA(2S) 
COMMON /COMI/ ZTA,DZT,SGM,OSG,DDSG,DSGX,P,C 
CO MMON /COM2/ TALK, 
lA,S,DA,DS,RZ,DRZ,SR,ELR,CE,GA~1,JMAX,X,AOS,ASQ,RZSQ,DXEPS,CL,TOL, 
2CAL,SAL,TALF,IEMAX,IEPS,WDVIN,XEPS,EPS,DXIN,XRODy,KIN,KO,XI~'IT,DO 
C 
410 FORMAT(20A4) 
4- 11 FOR r~ AT ( 1 X , S E 16 • 7 ) 
412 FORMAT(IX,SEI4.7,3I3) 
413 FORMAT(/43H S R 
414 FORMAT(/76H X 
1 A DA/DX/) 
IF(M)l,ll,l 
C 
C SEARCH 
C 
1 DO 2 I=2,IMAX 
IF(X-XW(I) )3,3,2 
2 CONTINUE 
C OUT OF RANGE 
A=RA(IMAX) 
DA=DRA(IMAX) 
S=R(IMAX) 
DS=DR(IMAX) 
AClS=A/S 
GO TO 4 
C 
C HER MITE INTERPOLATION 
3 11'1=1-1 
OX=X\.I ( I ) -Xvi ( I r-1 ) 
XB= (X-XW ( I) ) /OX 
XA=(X-XW(IM))/DX 
HA=(l.+XA+XA)*XR*XB 
HR=(l.-XB-XB)*XA*XA 
HC =D X':'X B*XA*X B 
HD=DX*XA*XA*XB 
GA=(XB+XB)*(l.+XA+XA+XB)/DX 
GB=(XA+XA)*(l.-XB-XB-XA)/OX 
GC=XB'~ (XB+XA+XA) 
L R 
S 
GD=XA*(XA+XB+XB) 
S=HA*R(IM)+HB*R(I)+HC*DR(IM)+HD*DR(I) 
A=HA*RA(IM)+HB*RA(I)+HC*DRA(IM)+HD*DRA(I) 
OS=GA*R(IM)+GB*R(I )+GC*DR(IM)+GD*OR(I) 
DA=GA*RA(IM)+GB*RA(I )+GC*DRA(IM)+GO*ORA( I) 
AGS=A/S 
C 
4 RZ=0.5*(S+AOS*A) 
DRZ=.S*(l.-AOS*AOSI*OS+AnS*OA 
ASQ=A*A 
RZSQ=RZ*RZ 
RETURN 
C INP UT WING-BODY CONFIGURATION 
11 READ (KIN,410) (TALK(I),I=I,20) 
W RITE ( KG, 410) (T A L K ( I ) , 1= 1,20 ) 
RE AD (K IN, 412) S R , E L R , C E 
C 1/l 
OS/OX 
WR ITE{ KO ,413) 
WRITE( KO ,411) SR,ELR,CE 
WR IT E ( KO ,41 4 ) 
DO 1 2 1=1, 25 
RFAO ( KI N,41 2 ) XW (I), R (I ), DR (I), RA( I), DRA {I) 
IF{R(I))13,12,12 
12 W RITE ( K 0 , 411 ) X~J ( I ) , R ( I ) , n R ( I ) ,R A ( I ) , DR A ( I ) 
13 IM AX =I-1 
X I 1\' IT = X W ( 1 ) 
XBOD Y= X\.</ ( P1AX ) 
RETUR N 
END 
68 
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C 
SUBROU TI NE DERIIf 
COMPLEX ZTA,DZT,SGM,OSG,OOSG,DSGX,Q,C,VW 
D I til E r~ SID N ZT A ( 99 ) , D ZT ( 99 ) , S G M ( 99) , D S G ( 99) ,D D S G ( 99 ) , D S G X ( 99 ) , C ( 1 0 ) , 
1 Q ( 99 ) , G AM ( 99 ) , X E P 5 ( 10 ) , E P S ( 10 ) , TAL K ( 20 ) 
COMMON IC OM II ZTA,OZT,SGM,DSG,DDSG,DSGX,O,C 
COMMON I COM2 1 TAL K, 
IA,S,DA,DS,RZ,f)RZ,SR,EL R,C E, GAM ,J MAX , X,AO S ,A SQ, RZSQ , nXFPS,CL.,TOL, 
ZC AL, SAL ,TALF,IE MAX ,IEP S,WDVI N, XE PS,EP S , DXIN , XBOf)V , KIN , KO,XIN IT, nn 
C GE T SIGMAS 
C 
O[l 11 J= 2 ,J HAX 
C( ll=(ZTA( J )+A S(')IZTA ( J) ) '~ . 5 
C( 2 )= C( ll'~(( l)-RZSQ 
( ( 3 ) =C SOR T ( C ( Z) ) 
C(4 )= /I/ZT/I (J) 
C ( 5 ) =C ( 4 H 'C ( 4 ) 
C ( ~ )=. 5* ( 1.-C ( 5 )) 
SGM(J)=C( 1)+((3) 
DSG ( J) =( (6 ) ':' ( 1 . +r. ( 1) I C ( 3 ) ) 
II DDSG (J)=( C( 5 )/ZTA(J)+( C( Z) *C (l) *C ( S)/ ZTA ( J )-Rzsn*C (A)* C(G))I 
I(C( 2 )*C ( 3) 1 )/ oSG ( J)* . 5/0SG(J I 
C OE RIVATIVES 
CL =0 . 
Dn 7. 7 K=2 , J I'l AX 
V~=f)DSG ( K ) *GAM ( K I 
DO 23 I=Z , Jf"1.lIX 
IF(I- KI21,22,21 
?1 VI" =VIHGAIV1 (I )/( SGM ( K)- SGI·1(I 1 1 
22 C(l)=CONJG(SG M(I)1 
? 3 VW =V"'+ ( SG~1 ( III ( SG ~~ ( I ),~ S G ~4( K) +R Z S q 1 -1. I ( S GM ( K ) +C ( 1 ) ) -C ( 1 ) I ( C ( 1 ) -~- SGM 
1 ( K ) - RZ SQ) ) '~ GAM ( I ) 
VW= CMP LX(O.,-1.) * (V W/C AL +T ALF* ( 1.+RZSQ/(SGM(K)*SGM( K) )) *DS~ ( K ) 
1+A':'D AIZTA( K) 
DZT (K) =CONJG ( Vt-I) 
C ( 1 ) = CON J G ( S G r-l( K ) ) 
IF( K- JMAX ) 26,?4,24 
24 IF(WOVIN)25,26,25 
2 5 C L = C L +1-1 0 V I N 
GO TO 27 
26 CL=CL+REAL(SGM(K)-RZSQ/C(I) )* GAM(K) 
27 CON TI NUE 
CL=?5 . 132741 / CAL*C L/ SR 
RE' TUR N 
Ei'1f) 
I 
_I 
C 
( 
C 
SUBROUTINE VORTXIM) 
COMPLE X ZTA.DZT. SGM.DSG.DDSG.D SGX.Q.C.VW 
DIMENSION ZTA(99).DZTI99).SGMI99l.05GI99).DD5GI99).D5GXI99).CII0). 
1QI 99) .GAM(99) .XEP S I 10) . EPS I 10) ,TALK I 20) 
DIME NSION XW(10) 
COMMON ICOM11 ZTA.DZT.SGM.DSG.DDSG.DSGX . Q.C 
(OMMON I(OM21 TA LK, 
1A.S.DA.DS.RZ.DRZ.SR.ELR.CE.GAM.JMAX.X.AOS.ASO.RZSO.DXEPS.CL.TOL. 
2CAL.SAL.TALF .I EMAX.IEPS.WOVIN.XE PS .EPS .DXIN.XBO DV .KIN.KO. XI NIT.DD 
4 00 FORMATI / 49H NEW VORTEX IN TRODUC EO USING THEORETICAL METHOO) 
JM= JMA X 
IFIM) 102 .101.1 02 
1 01 WRITE IKO.400) 
1 02 JMAX=JMAX+1 
VI=O . 
SNA=SAL/6.283185 3 
IFIJM-ll 10,10tll 
10 VOLD= .5*SNA 
VI= . 5*SNA 
GO TO 15 
11 DO 12 J=2.JM 
(13)=SGMIJ) -RZSO/ SGMIJ) 
C I 3 ) = C I 3 ) *c I 3') 
12 VI=VI+GAMIJ)*AIMAGI1. / CI3» 
VI~ - S*VI/3 . 1415927 
13 FAC=f\OS*AOS 
VI=11.-FAC*FAC)*VI+AOS*DA 
15 VAV=.5*IVI+VOLD) 
CIIO)=(MPLXIVI.O .) 
VOLD=VI 
DLS=DD*VAV 
18 WNl=S+DLS 
WN2=WNl+ASO/WNl 
DLI= .5*IWN 2+SQRT IWN 2*WN2-4 .*R ZSQ) ) / RZ 
DLI =DLI *DLI 
WN1=DLI*DLI 
WN2 =1.- Z.*ASQ/RZSQ 
WN3=SQRTl1.+Z.*WNZ+WN1) 
CON=2 .*DLS/ALOGI WN1*IWN 3+DL I+WN 2)/IWN3+1 .+DLI *WN2) ) 
SUM =.5*SAL 
IFIJM- 2)3 .1.1 
1 DO 2 J=Z.JM 
2 SUM= SUM-REALIGAMIJ)/ISGMIJ)-RZSQ/SGMIJ») 
3 GAMIJMAX)=CON*ISUM+SUM) 
31 WNl=.S*I S*S+ASO/S*A SQ /Sl 
WN2=I S+DLS)*IS+DLS) 
WN 3=SQRTIWN2*WN2-2.*WN1*WN2+ASQ*ASQ)~1 
WN4=S*S-WN1 
WN5=ABSt IWNl*WN2-A SO*tWN3+ASO»/ tWN4*WN2»~2 
WOVIN=WN3-WNl*ALOGI(WN3+WN2-WNl)/WN4)-ASQ*ALOGIWN5) 
WOVIN=.5*WOVIN*GAM(JMAX)/DL S 
YS=CON+SORTIRZSQ+CON*CON) 
SUM=.5*IYS+RZSO/YS) 
VZ=SUM+SORTISUM* SU M-ASQ) 
ZTA(JMAX)=CMPLX (Y Z.O.) 
'4 CACL 'DERIV 
RETURN 
END 
Figur e 1. - Corrected version of subroutine 
VORTX(M) (appearing on page 70 . ) 
C 
------ -_. __ ._--- -~ -- - - -
SUBROUTINE VORTX(M) 
COMPLEX ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,ODSG,DSGX,Q,C,VW 
DIMENSION ZTA(99),DZT(99),SGM(99),DSG(99),DDSG(99),DSGX(99),C(10), 
lQ ( 99 ) ,GAM (99) ,XEP S ( 10 ) , E P S ( 10 I , TALK ( 20 I 
DIMENSION TGAMI6,S) 
COMMON /COMll ZTA,DZT,SGM,DSG,DDSG,DSGX,Q,C 
COMMON ICOM21 TALK, 
lA,S,DA,DS,RZ,DRZ,SR,ELR,CE,GAM,JMAX,X,AOS,ASO,RZSQ,DXEPS,CL,TOL, 
2CAL,SAL,TALF,IEMAX,IEPS,WOVIN,XEPS,EPS,OXIN,XBODY,KIN,KO,XI~JIT,OO 
COMMON ICOM31 TGAM,DELA,JALF,JALP,DALF 
C TGAM(I,I)=S VALUES OF DS/DX FOR I=2,6 
C TGAM(I,JI=4 VALUES OF TANAL FOR J=2,S 
C 
c 
400 FORMATI/44H NEW VORTEX INTRODUCED USING TABLE LOOK-UP) 
JM=JMAX 
WOV I N=O. 
I F ( M ) 10 2 , 10 1 , 10 2 
101 WRITE IKO,4001 
TGAM(I,I)=O. 
TGAMll,2)=0.08749 
TGAM(I,3)=0.17633 
TGAMll,4)=0.2679S 
TGAMll,5)=0.36397 
TGAM(2,l)=0.0 
TGAM(3,l)=0.125 
TGAM(4,1)=0.2S 
TGAM(S,l)=0.375 
TGAMI6,1)=0.S 
TGAM I 2,2' =0 .00 38 
T GAM ( 2, 3 ) =0 .0 1 S 2 
TGAM ( 2·,4) =0.0335 
TGAM(2,5)=0.OS83 
TGAMI3,2)=0.0374 
TGAM(3,3)=0.0882 
TGAMI3,4'=0.IS14 
TGAMI3,5)=0.2196 
TGAMI4,21=0.0690 
TGAM(4,3)=0.1466 
TGAM(4,4)=0.2332 
TGAM(4,5)=0.3278 
TGAM(S,2)=0.1200 
T GAM ( S , 3 ) =0 • 2 17 4 
TGAM(S,4)=0.3180 
TGAM(S,S)=0.4284 
TGAM (6,2) =0 .1760 
TGAM(6,3)=0.2970 
TGAM(6,4)=0.4170 
TGAM(6,5)=0.5374 
102 JMAX=JMAX+l 
SNA=SAL/6.28318S3 
DO 41 J=3,5 
DELA=TALF*(I.+AOS*AOS)-TGAM(I,J) 
IF(DELA) 42,41,41 
41 CO NTINUE 
42 JALF=J-l 
JALP=J 
DELA=TALF*ll.+AOS* AOS)-TGAM(I,JALFI 
DALF=TGAM(I,JALPJ-TGAM(l,JALF) 
71 
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C 
DO 43 1=4,6 
DE LS=DS -T GAM (I,l) 
IF (DE LS ) 44,43,43 
43 CONTI NUE 
44 IOS=I-1 
I DP =I 
DELS =DS -T GAM (I DS ,1) 
DDS =T GAM {I DP ,11-T GAM {I DS,11 
FO=T GAM (I DS ,J ALF ) 
- -_ ... ---- ---
GAM A=(TGAM(InS,JALP)-Fn)/DALF 
GAMB =(TGAM(I np ,JAL F )-F O)/ DDS 
GANC =((T GAM (I DP ,JAL P )-F O)/ DA LF- GAMA)/ DDS - GAMB /DALF 
GAM (J MAX )= DD* (F O+DEL A*GAMA +DE LS* ( GAMB +D EL A*GAMC ) ) 
C EVALUATE YZ 
SUM =. 5':'SA L 
IF(J t~ - 2 ) 3,!,! 
1 Del 2 J=2,JM 
2 SlJivJ =S UM - REA L( GAM (J)/(S GII, (J)-RZSQ / SG1vl (J))) 
3 CON =GAM (J MAX)/(SUM+SUM) 
YS=CO N+SCRT(RZSQ+C ON*CON ) 
SUM =. 5* (Y S+RZSQ /Y S ) 
YZ=SU M+S QR T(S UM*SUM -A SQ ) 
ZTA (J MAX)=C MP LX(Y Z, O.) 
CALL DERIV 
RF. TUR N 
EN D 
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MULTIPLE VORTEX MODEL 
INPUT DATA 
S S T WING-BODY PLANFORM I 
S R L R 
0.4390000E 03 0.1911000E 02 
X S 
0.1892000E 02 0.1630000E 01 
0.3448000E 02 0.S170000E 01 
0.3448000E 02 0.S170000E 01 
0.4842000E 02 0.1364000E 02 
0.4842000E 02 0.1364000E 02 
0.Sl96000E 02 0.1364000E 02 
(CN) forebody 
(-CM) forebody 
0.0758 
0.1115 
TABLE I 
C 1 
0.3928000E 02 
DS/DX 
O. 2271900E-00 
0.2271900E-00 
0.6008600E 00 
0.6008600E 00 
O. 
O. 
MARCH 11, 1966 
A 
0.1630000E 01 
0.2000000E 01 
0.2000000E 01 
0.1960000E 01 
0.1960000E 01 
0.1870000E 01 
DA/DX 
0.4640000E-Ol 
0.9600000E-02 
0 .9600000E-02 
-0. 2220000E-Ol 
- 0. 2220000E-Ol 
-0. 3600000E-Ol 
Attached Flow 
2. 103/radian 
0.0691 / radian 
Note that attached flow 
includes the forebody. 
-.- _._J 
MULTIPLE VORTEX MODEL 
INPUT DATA 
OGEE MODIFIED F 5 D WING 
S R L R 
0.6610000E 03 0.2259000E 02 
X S 
0.1362500E 02 0.4416000E 01 
0.1592500E 02 0.5000000E 01 
0.1863300E 02 0.5833000E 01 
0.2079100E 02 0.6667000E 01 
0.2258300E 02 0.7500000E 01 
0.2414200E 02 0.8333000E 01 
0.2558300E 02 0.9167000E 01 
0.2693300E 02 0.1000000E 02 
0.2816600E 02 0.1083300E 02 
0.2947S00E 02 0.1l66700E 02 
0.3063300E 02 0.1250000E 02 
0.3149100E 02 0.1333300E 02 
0.3291600E 02 0.1416600E 02 
0.3485000E 02 0.lS00000E 02 
0.3693300E 02 0.1583300E 02 
0.4208300E 02 0.1669100E 02 
(CL) forebody 
(CM)forebody 
0.0649 
0.0768 
------
TABLE II 
MAY 5, 1966 
C 1 
0.2713000E 02 
DS/DX A DA/DX 
0.2200000E-00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
O. 27 50000 E-OO 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.3530000E-00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.4280000E-00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.49S0000E-OO 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.5560000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6100000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6460000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6690000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6810000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6670000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6130000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.6150000E 00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.4740000E-00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
0.3270000E-00 0.1837000E 01 O. 
O. 0.1837000E 01 O. 
Attached Flow 
2.053/radian 
0.090/radian 
Note that the attached flow 
results include the forebody. 
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Figure 1.- Simplified flow pattern on sharp-edged delta wing s . 
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Figure 4.- water tank arrangement for surface 
and underwater photography. 
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Figure 5.- Selected movie frames of double delta 
wing in water tank. 
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Figure 10.- Double-delta wing-body configuration. 
(See Table I for dimensions.) 
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Figure 11.- OGEE modified FSD wing-body configuration. 
(see Table II for dimensions) 
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Figure 24.- Vortex patterns over double-delta 
wing-body combination as observed in Ames 7-
by la-foot wind tunnel (a = 160) . 
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trailing edge of double-delta wing-body combination. 
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Figure 26.- Calculated lateral vortex center of gravity positions 
over double-delta wing at a = 15°. 
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